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WEEKLY KENTUCKY NEW ERA.
$1.00 A YEAR. HOPKINSVILLE. 
CHRISTIAN COUNTY, KENTUCKY, FRIDAY, APRIL 27, 1888 V
OLUME XVIII. NO 44.
1=1110111n1k.
'Onward Rolls the Rising Tide !
All offei s ever made surpassed. Do not fail to serve your own intetest by reading 
all
herein contained.
" WE HAVE HUNDREDS
of choice bargains in all departments. Comeand look them over. You are n
ot forced to buy.
THERE IS NOT
a ret ad house in Kentucky that carries as many novelties as we do. Everybody
 welcome.
GOODS RETAILED
at wholesale prices. Competitors wonder where we get them. Cash buys 
mighty Cheap.
WONDERFUL BARGAIN.
Printed Linen Lawns, choice patterns, cost to import 25c. A way they go, 
10c.
ANOTHER SCOOP.
Men's Pure Linen Hemmed Handkerchiefs, full sizes, only
YOU ARE 1NTERES1 ED.
Genuine Star White Knitting Cotton, all numbers. They are yours for
WE HAVE TOO MANY
Suspenders. We offer them at about half price.
PRINTED CRAZY CLOTHS.
choice patterns, beautiful colors. Price, the world over, 13c. Our price, 
10c
HELLO!
What next? -Handsome oil paintings FREE.
ANOTHER
Shipment received of fine French Satteens, the pick of the market.
WE SHOW
Over one hundred and fifty different styles of white goods The only 
house showing
French India Linens, sheer and fine, and warranted not to shrink.
LADIE 8,
be sure and see the Anderson's French t;ingharns, very handsome.
TOWELS.
We closed out a large lot from the manufacturer and will otter them 
at prices which will
move the entire lot in a few days.
REMEMBER,
our great parasol sale is going on. A good chance to get an elegant para
sol for little money.
YOU





"Wreckers of High Prices," HOPKINSVJLLE, KENTUCKY.
C. T. YOUNG, Prissideut 
JOHN W. FAXON, Cashier
Th 11111 MON111118' &Willi B1111,
COE 4311Esrlimosville,, rINeriza..
Authorized Capital, $500,000. Paid Up Capital, $100,000.
Offers its services to the citizens of Christian, Todd and Caldwell Counties, Ky. Accounts
solicited of Farmers, Merchants and Individuals on the most liberal terms, to whom we
accord every accommodation consistent with sound banking. Collections made in any
part of the United States, Canada or Europe.
All Business Promptly aml Carefully Executed.
The Closest Attention Devoted to Our Customers' Interests
YOLIT Accounts Solicited. JOHN W. FAXON, Cash'r
6.7".172==•Mtalle ..MW • m, Aso Cr= ve• ins• 
.117
Grand' Summer Opening! [1,
, "I'
PYE & WALTON'S•
ril New goods arriving daily. Our eastern
buyer has made arrangements with leading
manufacturers to keep us supplied with all
Hi the late nobby styles of Clothing, which we
r, will sell at the lowest prices, for cash. Hay-." ing very light expenses and buying for three
large clothing houses, we are enabled to
- "scoop" all the bargains. We can furnish
ti
a Fine Clothing Made to Order
and guaranteed to fit, or no sale Com -, and
see us at our 
A
p ONE PRICE CASH CLOTHING STORE•
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'Fuse essEssiew.
we. Atte AUTHORIZED TO ANMOUISCIS
MAT S. MAJOR
a candidata for Sheriff of CM Wien unty, at
the A ugtist eleCt ion. lame, subject to the aeries
of the Democratic party
WF. %KZ .%11:THORIZKI1 TIP ANNOUNCK
D. G. WILEY,
a randolAte for Sheriff of Christian county, •t
the August eleCtIoll, /We, subject to the sequin
of the Upubllean party.
For Judge Common Pivot/ Corti.
w ARE AUTHORIZED TO ANNOUNI Y.
JOHN W. McPHERSON,
• randeisse for the 011nce Of Judge of the t.;onei
of tAllainon Pleas at the Aug Ast election.
WE ARE •UTHORIZED TO ANKNOUNCE
, B. liarner, of our old firm of OM & taruer, i.o lor litany year. fd the leading drug trade la
JAMES BREATHITT, 
I Western Kentucky, having purchased Dr. Dish a Interest. is now role proprietor of the new house. H.
Will tile all his experience and ability to increase. If passible. the high reputation of the old firm for fall
as a elltadlit te for Judge of if, 'owl a
 Com. leading, conine,encv mid relltbiilty,
Mon P.eaa, subject to the action of die Republi-
can county contention.
1 . LICKE Waterrocf
TliFier
0 ER'
1 !i-h. nen BRAND SLICSTR I. ',scrawled smien Coat
FISH BR AOL
„ikth.h.t,:dtdr,,, ...,..0;z117 Pa.ZIM wItili.jj.ti a ...„...4.1as
Garner'sx City:-:Pharmacy,
No, 7. Main Street, Hopkinsville, Ky.
----One of the largest and 1110SC elegant edifices in the city,—
New and Complete In All Its Departments
Pure, Fresh Drugs and Medicines,
E••irevIL.La a Calrell1.1.0at Daily locum.
and stock of [b. best quality in ail departments of the trade, at the lowest price.. Drugs, Patois and
ras Light ovaeses assessor , oils °revery kind, Including Sit ERWIN & a1, I ',LIAM:, I M1.1.11AATF.D PAI NTH. Pateut Medicines
the beat and most popu/ar fn stork.zt IT Tic Et 'I" I 1,7'
. B. THOMPSON 
11' NASH.  MiritT The Celebrated Wild Groose
Will leave I•assvtlle f cansettoe daily
except Sunday. at • debt*. • leaking sate
oosatienoar with the O., B. II N. K.
Returning, lea es C anneltoa daily at 6:Pp,
at., Sunday excepted, and Owensboro at 9 p. la,
Ilrill)•T TIM! 0•11D.
alantifsctured to order in any
' ..•oods a •pecialty
Loaves . a. en. shary
Leaves Oweitaboro t p. at . sharp
pare „ for round trip on Sunday., brit am
tor stares parekses4 by utesseward. I
BYRNES & SNYDSH„ Agent..
Liniment.
quaolltV A sure and wife remedy. Bric-a-Rrac, Novelties and Holiday Livery and Feea ati•pielon has pointed to Pose K irk pat-rick as the perpetrator 01 the deed.
Prescriptiolls Carefully Compouildvl —STABLE,— 
However this was only suspicion. K irk-
patrick was not suspected of having tak-
- AI any hour of thp Day or Night by--- 
T. L. Smith, Prop'r, 
en ally part in the burning. It Is
C. K. -C7.7-2-T-i-r. 9tadilint Podeinla Ptaraacy. 
thought by many that when the mob
Ropkinsville, - - Ky. viaited Kirkpetricks's cabin that be rec-
ognized some of the k•arty and they
killed him because of kat that they
would be exposed.
EVERY NIGHT I SCRATUHEO
Until else •kin was raw. Hedy
covered with •calea like spots et
mortar. Cured by lite Cull.
curs Hemediee.
am going to tell you of the extraordinary
change your Cuete ue• R en ant IS performed on
me. About the lot of April last t noticed some
red pimples lite coining out all over my bo ty,
but thought twining of it until some time later un
Iv, en it beg•n to look like spots of tar tpot-
tett on. and which same off in layers. accom-
panied with itching. I would wretch every
eight until I was raw then the next night the
neaten. g forme ineanw hit.. weretieratebed
off •gain In vain did I consult all the doctors
in the coun ry, but without aid. After giving
up al, hopes of r. coy ery. 1 happened to see au
advertisement in the newspaper shout your
CI-fie:tit A Ray kid and piirclioAed t hem from
my ii• uggist, and obtained •Imilet immediate
relief. he au notice that the wally erup-
tions gradually drooped off and ilisappeareel one
by one, and have been fully cured I had the
disease thirteen month. before I Liegan takiNg
the Let:Keit • Ittatiitaa, and in four or five
weeks was entirely cured My ihrease was
ectenia and tortriasis. I tecommend the Crti •
Criti h Wall in my vicitot), and i know
of a great man, who hate taken them, and
thank tue for lite know ledge of item, esp daily
mothers a no nate habeil aeally ertip•Mas
on th ir heads and leslies I caneot expires in
worm. the thanks to vou for wino the Ct Tic t as
Mitainica have been to me My botty Was
Catered with acales, an I was an awful specta-
el to b. bold N w my .kin is nice and (dear
tiko, coyEY. Merrill, WMaa a baby's
Se::  il8fftek -Not a tra-e w4VilEatosee. ,V,e,rroEfythe
sdli.enceaffit myfrocumrew. 
web I ',offered has shown itself
We cannot do justice to the esteem In hich
Curica•, the great Skin n re and CI:Viet:Ott
SO•P, an P.X,ittleite Skin stainer, prepared
from it, and CuTICI- it katiOLv NT. the neer
Blood Purifier, are held by the h demands upon
thousands whose lives liai e been made hapl.y
by the Mire of agontaing, humiliating. itching,
eerily and pimply disease, of the skin, and blo.d.
with loos of hair
Rohl everywhere. Price, CI-Ili:Ca A. SOe.;
Soar, Via.; HISOL% NMI% $1. Prepared by the
POTTER Inlitti AND CHEMICAL , Hoeton,
Mato.
Send for "How to Cure skin Disease."
84 pages.. SO illuetratione, and 100 testimonials
emehee. black. head red, rough. chapped
inland oily skin prevented by C.:VTR:use so • r
I CAN' r BREATHE.
Chest, l'ains, Soreness, Weakness.
Hacking tough, .tathma, Pleurisy
and inflammation Feller- In
one minute the Criticism
Anti.enin Pla•ter. Nothing like it for
Weak Lung*.
•S•L•
A F " / PRIZ, SI 5 0,000.
We do hereby certify that we supervise the
arrangements for •II the Monthly anti Wear-
terlyty Drawings of the Louisiana State Lot•
tery Company, •ni1 in prestrin manage and con-
trol the lira wings themes-leer, and that the same
are conducted with honesty. fairness, aud In
goal faith toward all parties. and we authorise
the Company to use this certificate, with fac-
similes of our signatures attached, its adver-
tisements."
Cow na lesittners.
We the undersigned Banks and Bankers will
pay all Prizes drswn in the Louisiana State
Lotteries which may be presented at our coun-
ters
R. M. INAILNISLEll
Pres. Lenleinna Notional H•iik.
P LANAI. K,
Pres. State National Hank.
4.1/ALOIS 4,
Preii. New Orleans National Bank.
CARO, RIMS,
Erse. UnInn NOtitimo I Hank.
WIPHECEDENITED rm teT19411
w Over half a WItion Disirdiuted •
LOUISIANA STATE LOTTERY CONPY
I neorpor ated, POW for 16 years by the Legis-
lature for Educational anti Charitable purpoees
with a capital-of 41.000,000-to which • reserve
fund of over $660,00u hr. since been added.
By an overwhelming popular vote its fran-
chise was made a part of the preeept State Con-
stitution adopted December 2d, A D. Drill.
The only Lottery ever voted on and endorsed
by the people of any State.
It nerer seates or postpones.
Its Grated Single lessialser Draw.
lugs take place motilhly. and the grand Wier-
terl, Draw:ngs regularly every three months
:M•reh, June September and December,
A Splendid opportunity to trip 9
feria., Fifth ltrand Drawing. idaw•
in the Academy of Meek", New Orleans. 1 see,
day May l‘ne-216lti Monthly Drawing
CAPITAL PRIZE $150,000.
gir•otlre-Tickets arr Ten li dime. tali.
























IOC A pprii rnat ion Prized of me 12e.see
do 1100 MAL
IOU do 100 10,110
IOW Terni Ina I .10 to,000
— —
1,179 Prizes, a mounti eg to .. 4.:sL,000
Application for rates to club, thoulit be made
only to the °Bice of the CompauT in New Or.
leans.
For fr ether information write clearly giving
full address. Postal Notes, Express. Money Or-
ders,or New vest Itsiousage in ordinary letter.






Addren Itegiotered Letters to
NNW ORLEANS sATIoNAL BANK,
New Orlosna. La.
RE3IEMB14'R Th•t the 
presence of
I__ Generals Beam-regard
and Ear y. w ho are in charge ,,f the drawing.,
la • guarantee of ahrolute fairness and integrity,
that the chances are all ell Mil, and that no one
ran poesibly divine w hat numbers will draw a
Prize.
se et silt', MEM that the payment of Prize*
GUARANTEED BY 1011111 ISA.
T1061 AL mem ma of N Orleans. and the
Tickets are turned by the President of an In-
stitution. whose chartered rights ere recogniz-
ed in the highest Courts: therefore. heware of













110611K Ro 0 if
LINIMENT
CURES SPRAINS,BRUiSES.KHEUMATISAi
SnREJHAOAT it‘ SPLINT. PI04480)4f.
EPIZatti IC. gic., 50(011 BOTT LE
SARSill*t
CUISS MIK R Of ULAA AL L ent11411
.1 of THE 8 Lo 0 D,
lout BOTTLE • Folk $5 •
Nk‘ iRt'%‘'kto
cuns ALL I ORM of SEURAL61/uspfN110413
HEADACHE. 50 crs ?LK box •
5010 EVERY* MERL
1$01-01;AY 'KO Tr @
6U KAIMIA;TEXN.
FOB SALE BY ALL DItt:OGIST•
CONDENSED NEWS.
hit% Was going Republi-
can, aceording to their say, has piled up
a Democratic nitijority of er,,000. Of
course.
Twenty-seven hundred billa have been
offered 'luring the present session of the
general assembly. Fourteen Initid-ed
of these have not reached the governor.
.loel Pitman, a farmer living 'tear
Wine-, Ky., was found hanging in his
smokeliourw, Friday'. Ills feticide la
ascribed to grief over the recent death of
his wife.
Felward Nix and Kiss Etta Luna were
married on a public road near Peters-
burg, Tenn., while on horseback, The
bridegroom la Reventeen years old anti
the bride is sixteen.
The Louisville Hotel Company, own-
ing two-thirds of the Loulevillo Hotel
property, Saturday morning sued Phil
Judge, the owner of the other third, for
a sale of the property and a division of
the proceeds.
Devis Smith, a Ilebernran five miles
below Clarksville, caught a dry goods
box adrift In the Cumberland, Monday
evening, but diecoverlegi the chopped
remains of a tiegie,‘ eisetleatl of whiek
had chin w !deicers and , mustache, he
turned it loose, again.
A package of ten $100 bills was found
by Commissioner Weaver underneath a
safe In the vault of the treasury after
it was thought every scrap of paper as
large as a postage mantel had been dis-
covered. The money Waft turned over
to Treasurer Sharp.
A destructive hail and wind storm
passed over Owensboro Monday night.
Gardens were destroyed, young corn
wag beaten into the earth and fruit was
knocked off the trees. A great many
buildings were blown down, but, so far
as heard front, there were co fatal ac-
cidents.
During the storm at Centreville, Ky.,
Tueeday night, the house of a man
named Parsoile watt struck by a thun-
derbolt. and completely demolished.
Parsons, his w ile mid child, anti the
child of • neighbor that had taken refuge
In Parsons' house to eft-ape the stortn,
were crushed to death.
Chas. Eayer, a convict at the Jeffer-
eonville penitentiary, cut off Isis hand
Tuesday, at noon, in order to keep from
working. Ile hail been employed in the
shoe shop and was constantly grumbling
about his task. So he resolved to quit
work and adopted sure means to make
his reeolution binding.
Mrs. Elizibeth Cady Stanton, whose
violent vocal demonstrations brought
her into general attention at the recent
International counoil of women at Wash
'rigout, tete explained her anarchistic
speech, and merely warns tbe country
that it will not be Pate to refuse the
strong-minded sisters any thing in a few
years front 1101v.
Fridey the court in the Creek Nation,
Indian 'rer,, found Babe apardy
guilty of lerceny anti Saturday lie was
sentenced to he shut Tuesday. Ile had
been convicted of lareeny -three times.
The law in the;county gives fifty lashes
on the hare beck for the first act, one
hundred for the second and death for
the third. The chief of the Creeke has
refused a pardon.
At Souierset,Ky., Sattirday night S.
mob gathered to lynch Manny Side-
bottom, convicted Friday ot the murder
of Thomas W item', a veteran federal sol-
dier, and tientericed for lire. As they
were oil the way to the j the Metho-
dist church caught fire and the crowd
turned aside to that. While their at-
tention was diverted, the tilor having
word of their .coniing, escaped a Ith his
prisoner to Lexington.
Senator Hock on Monday Introdueed a
bill providing !or the formation of a
commlealuti to crane's' of ths IMeretary
of the the president of the
td Cuminlielonefe of the District
ol Columbia, mid the secretary of the
InstItutiou to select a tract
of land not more than 1U0 acres in ex-
tent, along the shores of Rock Creek, a
stream teparating Washington from
Georgetown, emit land to be used for
the purpose* of a notional *oological
A warrant was issued Saturday for
George Miller &rid his wife, of Wood-
burn, Ky., charging them with beating
a young child by Mrs. Miller's lorwer
husband so badly that it hits died from
the iejuries ititLeted. Miller, fearful of
the constquelices of hid Inhuman act,
hae skipped out and thug evaded arrest.
Mrs. Miller has hem' arrested, awl is
now in the °lilt ilea of the law. The
community Is justly Incensed at the out-
rage. Most earneet efforta will be made
to hunt Miller down and bring him to
justice. It is said to be one of the most
wantonly cruel murders Wit hied been
committed in the county, anti one with
which there are no palliating Oren n-
stances.
The house of repreetntetivea has
passed a bill to cieate a department of
labor, "the general design and duties of
Whiell," unillig to the "shall be
to acuptire told diffuse aniotig the people
of the tilted States Intel I Illifortliati011
on subjects connected with 'taw the
tient geneVal and comprehresive sense
of the word, and especially upon its re-
lation to capital, the !more of labor, the
esreings of laboring turn mid women,
and the meaner)! promoting their ma-
teriel, sociel, intellectual and moral
proeperity." A cOthillissioner, Itli a
salary of $5,000, is to run the depart-
meta. assisted he lalge of
suborditiates.
At o'clovk Stott. afternoon at
Ashland, Ky., the steam terry "Belie of
Ashland" exploded her holler with ter-
rific feree, and the boat is it total wreck.
Capt .1. I.. KOIllie, the owner, had a
miraculous escape with his life, but is
1 considerably burned and bruised. lila
goo ailo is %tort, hut not ritually.
kiarry Hamlin, of Ironton, who
Nad gone on the buitt to get $10 changed,
WM bruised &boot thie head and face,
Intt will recover. An 01,1 mats by the
name of Abram aloore, from Leather-
wood, Mine who was returning home
, from ntill with all 0* teem 
w ith
!dour anti meal, lied till eye blown out
mid his head seriously tilt. Ile is de-
lirious and will die. Two other perions
were on the boat, Mit riot dangeroualy
Injured.
A horrible kileng and hangiug took
place near Gallatin, 'rutin., Weileeeley
night. lease K irkpatrick and wife, Puss
Kirkpatrick, both colored, were taken
from their cabin about five miles from
Gallatin by a mob and the woman was
hung and the man shot tlitough the
brain at the same time. Sincf./no. Ker-
B. GARNER,
Successor to Gish&Garner
 ley'', country residence was burned to
the ground, with the entire contents,
Lary, and roomy stable and ample accommod.
tlOn for horses. Special attention given to furnish
re sgood horses and vehicles to all livery otiMai
.att oboe* oonnetattia seervwbers.
The murder and suicide reported from
Texas County on Monday night was by
• man named Thomas Smelly •tul oc-
curred near Liking, in Texas county.
Smelly killed his children and then cut
1 his throat, but is still alive hopes
are entertained by a select vigilance
itxmimittee that he will be preserved for
1• first-class lynching.
Tueselay afternoon a party of
j log drivers, on a log drive in Ber-
1 ege county, Mich., attempted to
thaw sonic dynamite over a (mock stove
In their shanty. The reoult was a ter-
rifle expiation which killed Patrick
Ration, William Morrison and Peter
Somerville and severely injured Mal-
McEactilin and Edward McGill.
Hulbert Gordon, eon of J. P. Gordon,
of Owensboro, was tilled by a mole
Monday, On the farm of lila tincle,
James Howell, it few milee fr  the
city. The boy got on the mule to ride,
and the animal ran away with him. lie
was thrown off, and his foot becauw en-
tangled in the citable the mule had on.
He was dragged a mile an a half, and
was so horribly mutilated as to be uttei-
ly unrecognizable.
Henry and John 11111, bachelor farm-
ers, lodged in jail at Jainestown, Ky.,.
two weeks sgo fur the murder of two
peddler* named Burton, early in March,
were brought to trial Mooday. The
principal witness against thew was
Mary Smith, their former eervrnt. Her
story was supported by the finding of
the remains of two bodice in a cave near
the 11111 farm house. While she was
telling on the stand how she had been
compelled, on the peril of her life, to
cut the throate of the peddlers while
they were asleep at her employer'e
house, arid catch their blood Ina buoket,
the iturtoria walked into the court room.
The case was at once discontinued. and
the diemissed. 'file remains
found, upon closer examination, proved
to be parte of the carcassee of two sheep.
William Reese, of Erie, Ill., has a
horse that wears glasses. Something
being the matter with the animal Dr. J.
B. Hemphill, of Titusville, Ill., waa
called In to see the horse. The doctor
said : "rhe horse wise • roadster, and a
good one with the one exception that lie
would shy. I found the animal was
near-sighted. He could nut see so ob-
ject until cloae upon it, awl then lie
would jump abruptly to the one si le or
tbe other. 1 sent to Philadelphia and
had a pair of glasees made for him. We
had three pair made berme we lee one
that was perfectly adapted to his eyes.
Thie we determined by drivitig him
with ()Le pair and the other. With a
certain pair his sight seemed to be near-
ly perfect. It entirely prevented his
shying, and although the glaeses coet
$27 to manufacture they added $200 to
the value of the how.
A. U. Owings, who was shot by Rich-
ard Hunt at the lattr's home, five mike
borth of 0 wingsville, Ky., two weeks
ago, died Friday from the ttlects of the
wound. The ball struck Owings be-
tween the eyes, penetrating to a depth
of fully five inches. The wounded man
did telt feel the shot at the time, and
after reoeivies it walked to his houie,
distatiee of several miles. Owiugs bad
an impression that the ball lodged just
under the skin, arid sent for doctor to
cut it out. But the doctor probed the
wound four inches into the man's head
and in doing so took out at least a spoon-
full of brains. And still Owiugs had
felt neither pain itur inconvenience from
his wound and continued his daily oc-
cupation, eating anti sleeping as a per-
fectly healthy men for nearly t wo
weeks. the day of ilia death lie was
seised with a drowsinees and lying
down, died as gently and without
disturbing thoee Atrium! him. Doctor.,
"get on to that."
Senator Sherinan'ii managers have
made a pretty careful canvass in every
section of the country, and eopecially In
the south, and are pretty well enabled
to Make an approximation of the itregth
tile senator la likely to list'. In the con.
Volition on the first Whit. A number
of Senator Ptheriiiiin'e must effective
friends were in consultatiun yesterday
to voupt Hoses, hey have figored
all of the stater slid territories, and make.
the senator's approximate atrength at
ibis time with til votes titioetaary
to a choice• 'fluty feel a good deal en-
couraged over the action taken last
week by the Ohio Republican conven-
tion at Dayton anti are somewhat jubi-
lant at the otitlook. It is understood
that • conference will Le held In this
city soon uf the priucipal workers for
Senator Sherman throughout the coun-
try and that an organisetion will be
foruied for the most effective work such
as was conducted in the last campaign
for Mr. Blaine. Senator Sherman's
friends say they are going into conven-
tion with • following that will &tend to
their man as lung *a there is the slight-
est hope of hie nomitiation, and that lie
will have by far the greatest strength' he
ha-a ever had a convention.
An epidemic of divorce suits broke
out in Circuit ( urt Clerk Bailey 'd of-
fice in Clarkevi , Tuesday, and before
the disease wan checked five petitions
were filed. Mrs. Bettie Bell recites a
story of sac; doineetle eiperienee
which she say s she was married to Klijah
Bell a fen months ago in that county,
but he soon tired of her. and repeatedly
drove her front Ills roof, attil sheltered
in her place L'arrie Lee Anderson, and
upon iter *bowels. I his affection., there-
fore forbearance hail ceased to be a vir-
For the New Era
BLUEBELLS
When woodlands wake from their long sleep,
And warmer breezes softly blow
Anti spritag her promised tryst to keen.
With laughing eyes and face aglow
Comes sweetly down the happy intl.
In flowing robes Of dainty green,
And with her magic presence a Is
Tee world with beauty, bright, werene
Along the marge of shaded streani•
Elie scatters bluebells. fragile, sweet,
And nurtures them with tunny gleams.
Until their faehlon Is complete:
Until their fraa rant bells are hung
tin +tents in tender grace inclined.
And all the day •re 'Polly sei tole
untieen elfin. of the wind.
leoultAn CitecEETT
Henderson. kir
For the New Era.
A REFLECTION.
1 s•w a tiny bluebell
Fresh tip'niag to the sun.
Anti marked the gentle fragrance
of Beauty's life begun:
1 noted it at neonday
The sun's Seree dew less ray
Its azure Hie had withered.
'Twits hasrning to decay
Thought I, does Reality ever
Thus blosaoni but to die
When Passion hot has lofted her lips
.‘nd Love ha. left them dry,:
Tna NI/W KRA null%
Ky
JUDGE GRACE COMPLIMENTED.
An Owensboro Ian Pays Tribute to
His Abilfly and Social qualities.
OWL.NriliOlt0, KY., April 21, 1888.
Editor New Era:
One of the very noticeable eveete of
increaeed railload facilities is the im-
proved commuoictizion betweee the
counties of Daivess and Christian. Sit-
uated at the northern and southern ex-
tremities of the district, formerly the
intereouree betweeti Cie people of the
two counties a itit very limited, confined
to occasional meetings in political con-
ventions, or church assemblies, such as
synods, conferenPes and associations.
Now, however. there le scarcely a day
peace iti which we do not see grime
Hopkinsville citizen on our streets. We
have at least a dozen citizen'. represen-
tative men of cbaracter, who formerly
lived in ilopkinsville. The administra-
tion (A the revenue. office, under Col-
lector Wood, has been one potent means
of luerreeing the intercouree between
the two communities and making the
people acquainted with each other. In
the selection of Chrietian county peo-
ple to aid him in adminietering his of-
tke, lie has acted with rare good judg-
ment, doubtless due to abeoltite knewl-
edge on his part, for he ought to know,
and probably doe' know, every man,
woman and child in Christian comity.
Judge John R. Grace, of your district,
on yesterday claws) hie labors as judge
of our circuit court for the present term.
Hie stay here will always be a pleaeant
remembrance with those, who, either
in the necessary business routine of the
court, or in the private social circle,
were brought in cohtact with him.
Coming herrn stranger, unknowing and
almost unknown, except from reputa-
tion, he withic the six weeks of kis
stay here made an impression of which
any one might be justly proud, even
though it had been the length of a life-
time service. Judge Grace's manner
is open and candid and he at once in-
spires confidence. In personal appear-
ance, our older people say he resembles
Judge Coleman, for many years circuit
judge of this judicial dietrict, who cer-
tainly lett his ituprese upon the times lie
lived in. lu no sense merely techni-
cal, it is manifested to all that .ludge
Grace's object is to do justice and admin-
ister law. While, of course, there were
many dioappointed litigants, for in ev-
ery case, • decision must Inevitably be
rendered against somebody, all appear
eatisfied that his rulings were made in
the spirit of utmost faitneee, ennelt-
ened by learning and a large and varied
experience. Ills forward nianner in
pursuing Milli in a straight line, com-
mended him Io a hags circle of people
who had husinees court, se well as to
the practiclug lawyera whu had nu axe.
to grind.
Judge Grace la not a good train to
aide track, lie Is tuo large end number-
some, %Asides all 0111i see that lie is a
through train plying between the two
stationa, fair investigation and decielon.
Ile doe* not believe in diliatory motions
without merit, merely fur the sake of
delay. lle is a tine exeoutive ofilcyr
and handles a court well. This is a r‘re
quality, in which malty good judges,
otherwiee splendidly endowed and
equipped lawyers, are deficient.
Saturday morillug when calling for
motions Mr. W. N. Sweeney, on behalf
of the bar and officers of the court, pre-
sented hitu with • gold watch aud
chain, in a few remarks, indeed elo-
quent, which his (reline, unable to find
expression in words evinced. It wee
indeed a islet/logical phenomenon to
see this veteran advocate, who like
Spartactis for more than thirty years
had wet upon the arena every shape of
man, or beast, that the brutd land coula
Willie', and who never yet lowered his
arui, "Iptivering like an 'open" upon a
watch preientation. Yet. it was indeed
eloquence, eloquence of which Webster
*peeks, the sublime, GOti like eloquence
of action.
01 what use is language but to express
ideas awl emotions ? How metiers* is It
when nature has ell much more powerlui
means of expression The feeling was
contagious, and all (nit, eapeoially the
protection vt hose iustruutente and ones-
sengets wool* pre-eminently are-how
tile` and slue asks absolute divorce' vent is language as a 
conveyor of the
Joseph Clark alleges that his wife, lenen,
to whom he was tuerried December, 149
and to which union two thildren were
born, Ilea violated her marriage vows.
Rufus Reynold's retiree au awful story
about hid wife Harriett,allegieg that she
was guilty of PI violation ot impor-
ostit commandment aoon alter their
marriage, but that he forgave her. She
repeated the act a short while later, and
finally went to Ilendersote Ky., a ith
Mall MI10 succeeded in nearly starving
her to death, when she returned, and
was rigsin turgiven, but her conduct
Leen 50 open and outrageous receetly
that lie now asks absolete divoroe. Mrs
Hattie t'ule recites terrible utterer'
against her Henry, and Mrs. Julia
Martin alleges willful desertion and
ale once of over two years as her cause
of action ageing Wm. Marti'', her hus-
band.
Worth Knowing.
31r. W. hi. Morgien, merchant, Lake
City, Fle., ea• taken with a severve
cold, attended with a distressing vough
and running Into evOnatittiptioll in its
first stages. He tried many so-called
popular cough remedies and steadily
grew worse. Was ;educed in nrshi, had
difficulty in breathing and Wag unable
to sleep. Filially tried Dr. Kins'aNew
Disoovery for Coneumption and found
immediate relief, and after tieing about
a half dozen bottles found hInutelf well
and has had no return of the disease.
No other remedy can show so grand a
record of cures, as Dr. King's New Dis-
covery for Consumption guaranteed to
do just what is claimed tor it. Harry
B. Garner's City Pharruaey.
— AP-- -
With Depew, Illecock, and Errata
leading the New York delegation in the
Chicago convention it would seem as if
that deiegation were likely to Ire led at
one and tbe sauae time In • trot, &gallop,
and a canter.
volcanit. eruption of LIPP SOO !
Mr. Sarency had the advantage of
Judge Grace, however, tor lie hied notice
or process. while to the latter it was a
melee( surprise. The orator haul, how-
ever, arcomplialsed the purpose o( all
oratory, he hail conveyed his fsslInge,
to his auditor. It was as eutele and in-
explicable sa the electric fl,iiti. Its ef-
fect was wittily marked. ilistory and
tradition afford niamiy !Hell illeidenta.
Several year, before the revolution
the V it-Lillie bootie ol Burgessee, by a
vote, returnsul Ito thatike to a young
military liker tor suppreeeing the dr p-
redatious of Indians on the frontier of
the volony and it was made the duty of
its preelding officer to give expression
thereto. There, in that old legislative
lisle sat the genius, the talent, the wig
doni and elcquence of the old dominion.
lrliere sat her Lee'e,her itandolpit'a, her
Wythe. Matron aud Patrick Henry. The
young hero, in embryo state, but des-
tined to inirnortality came in. The
speaker aroiie and thanked him tor
the services which lie had rendered
hie country in a most eloquent anti beau-
tiful speech, in which he eulogized his
gallantry and itislulged in moet flatter-
ing hopes of his future career. It was
the soldier's time to reply, hut eo great
was his embarraeoment anti confusion,
that he could not give litterance to a
single syllable. Ile bitiebed, stammered
and trembled, at length the 'Teske; re-
lieved him by a stroke of adlives, whick
would have done immix to Lord Chester-
field,Neytng.'.'Take your seat, Mr. Wash-
ington, your modesty equals your valor,
and that surpasses the power of any
language I possess.-
Goodbye has wilte as much tower as
any word tu the language. It le asso-
ciated with home and frienda and thowe
who are near to us. Truly "the heart
speaks moat wino tbe lips move not."
Even when we have every reason to
believe that we will meet again, still
there something inexpressibly pathet-
ic in parting. Brutus'farewell to Caselus
.1Ingers in memory. "Farewell, forev-
er, farewell, Cassius. If we du meet
again why we shall smile; if not,
then tide parting were well made."
After the affair was over, everybody
was confused at the phenomena of a
!whole bar of glib talkers being convert-
ed at once itto Olie of Bonaparte's dumb
legislatures. lit tact when the affair
wall over, aril wonder "that such things
should ever come in like • summer
cloud," had subaided more than one
pet son was reminded of a little anecdote
inimitably told by Judge Owen at a
baiiquet given by Mr. Sweeoey to his
friends in horaor of Judge Grace.
As is well known there are persons
having impedimente hi their speech and
can only talk with much labor and de-
lay, yet can sing and pray with much
readiness. On one occaaion a small
fishing smack was croseing one of tbe
northern lakes, manned by a captain,
one deckhand and another who acted In
the double capacity of cook and mate,
whose name was John, and was a great
stutterer, and ameequently slow of
epeech, except in singing, which was
well-known to the captain. The name
of the deck hand was Barnsbus. John
and Barnabus got into a friendly ecullie,
and Barnabus fell overboard, while the
eteatner wag under full headway. John
AS quickly as possible rushed to the
captain's cabin and woke him up and
commenced ca-ca-ca ten B-B-B-Bar-Bar.
The captain seeing John's excited man-
ner, and thinking that lie would never
learn from him the cause of it, cried out
to him "sing it, you know 3 ou can't
talk," When J011 11 sung out :
-then board is Barnabue
A h•lf a mile a stern of us."
If you want to appreciate this fully,
sing it to the tune of "Sixteen Days in
Georgia."
d edge Grace sat here by virtue of an
act of the legislature, passed at the pres-
present session, authorizing circuit
judges in certain districts to exchange
circuits with each other. It was a hap-
py conception. It would be wel1,11
conetitutIonal, to elect judges by the
people of the whole state, and
let them rotate the districts.
It would elevate the Once to the
dignity of a state office and increase
the independence of tke judiciary, or at
least it would reduce the dependence of
the judge on his constituency to the
minInium. It was a fevorite measure of
Thomaa T. Marshall, ably aud unan-
swerably advocated hi the the "Old
Guard," a paper edited mainly by him,
sad published pending the adoption of
tire present constitution. Under such a
system, you would havc a frequent
change of judges, and the Rossibliity of
bids for political favors to constituents,
who niay be also litigants, is removed
entirely,or very greatly lessened. Mar-
shall made Ills last struggle when an
elective judiciary was a certainty, upon
this measure, and endeavored to miti-
gate let evils, which ate inevitable, so
long as the present system remains and
hunian nature remains as it ia. F.
CAPT. A. H. BOGARDUS.
Chansplos Wing Shot of the World.
"Will be Here.
The name of Captain Bogardus is a
household word in the sporting circles
of every land. He la the undisputed
greatest living marksman ; in May, 1875,
he carried away the champion medal of
the morld and all the honors tn memo-
rable contest. Since, through a suc-
cession of twenty-five emoke-crowned
encounters, he has held undisputed and
victorious posaession of thie everywhere
coveted trophy.411111 is the only man
that ever killed 100 birds in as many
shots, and who broke 1,00U glees balls
in 1,000 'hots in all in one hour and sla
tninti'ss. His remarkable reeord is
without precedent or parallel, And the
most report handlers of the shot gull
have tried vain to equal the least of
his well-known achlevementa, Ills old-
CH son Is master of the rine anti the ac-
knowledged superior of the moat uner-
ring shots know.n to the *porting world,
and the youngest, a bciy of only twelve
years, while rapidly maneuvering on
roller skates, breaks glass balls ',with
his rifle) held in his fatliktr's unprotected
handle and supplements this amazing
performance by ringing a target bell,
at twenty paces, sixteen times in twen-
ty eeconds. 'Elie most marveloue dis-
play of shot gun and rifle practice ever
seen at one time anywhere. Ilia other
sons are equally proficient. This noted
family of crack shots can be seen in
connection with tbe numberlees other
attractive features of Sells Brothers'
great hippodrome and menagerie, in
this city, Thursday May 10th.
Nem, Like It.
The eun does not shine upon a fairer
land than the southern portion of Chris-
tian county', nor does it smile upon a
nobler or a more hospitable people In
the whole course of its journey around
the globe. At this particular season
tke meadows are greenest and the
broad landscape bright with the sun-
shine of spring, it is difficult to conceive
of a picture snore perfect. The whole
scene as viewed from an eminence that
rises above the grove of cedars in the
eaeterh suburbs of the city, is a delicious
reality of this magnificent landscape
paintings that all have admired. The
beautiful vountry residences that dot the
surface of the picture are
the korues ot 'hamplhese and
rural contentment. This point com-
mand.' a view of this country for miles
beneath the gently. eloping hills wrap-
ped in the green vegetstion of ',tiring,
the wide fields of wheat that yields to
the brerzc, the woodlands in the dis-
tance terming a dim back-ground to
the Keene, all this is Unfolded to the ob.
server Align this Wet. Kentucky can-
not boast of a more fertile ',pot than
south Chrietien. The soil Is adapted to
every plant that is iiidtgenotia to this
climate. The heaviest tobacco raised
in the United States grown in thls
seotiou, and Christian county is among
the Brat in the production of w heat,
the bulk of which is releed in south
Christian. And yet with all this there
is in south Chrietian isrge traces of
land not cultivated or but partially so,
which might be bought up by enter-
prising emigrants. This, ol course, rep-
resent,: but a email portion of the entire
section, but it should not be permitted
to lay idle. These are a few pointers
which the Commercial Club would sbo
well to eonsider and point out to
emigrants desiring [Diocese iii the south.
It is imporseible tor a thrifty, energetic
man who means businees to be diesatis-
fled with such a wove.
Aa Orr Letter.
GaAcxx, Ky., April 23. Congressman Lawler the other day in-
THE WHEAT CROP.
Reports From Sixty Gusties Showing
the Present Getities.
The department of agriculture at
Washington has received special reports,
&bowing the condition of the wheat crop
of Kentucky. The following is • care-
ts/ summary of the report, which has
been gathered at great effort and care:
Lee, more favorable than expected;
Scott, good coudition ; Shelby, back-
ward; Spencer, backward; Allen, bad;
Breckinridge, condition niedium; Rol-
litt, good; Fulton, most did well; Lin-
coln, condition unfavorable; Logan,
early sown, strong and healthy; Todd;
fair; Adair, good ; Metcalfe, unfavora-
ble; Nelson, slow aud backward; Perry,
mudition good; Union, poor growth;
Anderson, backward; Boone, fair, con-
sidering unfavorable winter; Jefferson,
rather backward ; Mublenberg, poor and
backward ; Oldham, backward ; Robert-
son, good; CumOerland, growth good;
Green, early sown, good ; Hancock,
small and backward; Henderson, back-
ward; Jackson, growth small; Living-
ston, poor condition; Mason, backward
growth; Owsley, growth slow ;
does not look well; Grayson, not In gorrl
condition ; Henry, moderately favorable ;
Floyd, looks well; Gatrard, healthy ;
Kenton, badly, winter killed; Laurel,
damaged by freezing twenty-flye per
cent.; Woodford, small growth; Callo-
way, better than expected ; Lawrence,
growing rapidly; Nicholas, coodition
unfavorable; Itockcastle, condition not
flattering; 'rrinibite good condition ;
Bourbon, fair eondition; Fleming, much
kilted by freezing; Hart, good; Butler,
not favorable; McLean, fairly good;
Taylor, condition bad; Jackson, not
good; Clark, condition not favorable;
Mercer, looking well: Monroe, favora-
ble; Barren, sleet damaged plant badly ;
Fayette, early sow n is beat ; Owen, looks
well: l'endleton, early sown good ;
Lewis, growth small; Webster, late and
thin.
Reports from all over the county have
been received at the Nese ERA office
relative to the outlook for this coep.
Only a few fields were frozen out and
all the rest are in good condition. With
a little rain mid warm weather the yield
will be large. The acreage this year is
greater than last, owing to the fact that
many clover fields were killed by the
drouth last summer. Takitig 100 per
cent. as a good crop, the average this
year will be ;bout 90. A good indica-
tion that the farmers consider the pros-
pect flattering is that they want to see
what they have on hand.
A Well-known Han Dead.
Dr. W. H. Hopson, formerly a min-
ister of considerable prominence in the
Christian church, but for the last few
years a well-known practitioner of medi-
cine, died in Nashville, Tenn., Friday,
at the residence of his son-In-law, Elder
R. I.in. Cave. Dr. Hopeon was born in
this county and spent hie early life in
ministerial labors In Miseouri having
had charge of the First church in St.
Louis for several years. During his
life in the ministry he had charge of tbe
First church In Richmond and the First
church In Louisville. Ile was pastor ot
Main-street Christian church at Lexing-
ton, Ky., when he was arrested and
imprisoeed at Louisville for sympa-
thizing with the Confederates at the
breaking out of the war. He was
afterward transferred from Louisville
to Johnson's Island, but was shortly
thereafter released. He joined the Con-
federate army and became a captain in
Morgan'e Cavalry.
Dr. Hopson graduated In medicine at
St. Louis Medical College, and after he
began the practice of medlTine he dld
a great deal of evangelical work in Mis-
souri and other states. He has been
practicing medicine about six years, but
for the past two and • half years has
been an Invalid at the home of his son-
in-law In Nashville. lie was an earn-
est and eloquent minister, and was well
known in Virginia, Missouri and Ken-
tucky. lie leaves a wile and one child,
the latter the wife of Elder Cave.
Committee Meeting.
Pursuant to a tali the Dezooeratic
county executive committee met on Sat-
urday afternoon at the office of the
South Kentuckian, Chairman S. B.
Buckner presiding. A quorum being
present the meeting proceeded to busi-
ness aud elected Homer Prince secre--
tary pro tem.
The first business before the committee
was the tilling of the vacancy caused
by the resignation of the
secretary, C. M. Meacham. Mr.
Joh,' O. Rust• and Wm. Cowan were
put in nomination and Mr. Rust re-
ceiving the majority of votes was de-
clared elected.
After some talk on political matters
the meeting adjourned till 11 o'clock a.
ru., May 5th, at which time a full at-
tenilanee is requested, as business of
importance will be traneacted. Place of
meeting at the court house.
WORTH 1,000!
TESTIMON1AS Or HON. PAULL, OF
BERIEN COUNTY'.
Would Not Tale $1,000 tor it-Re-
lieled of Fifteen Years' Suffering
Fres. Dyspepsia.
A tAr•BA, GA., June 22, lss7.-B. B.
B. Company, Atlanta, Ge.--G'entleinen
1 turd suffered from that terrible diseaae,
dyspepsia, for over fifteen years, and
during that tiuie tried everything I
could hear of, and spent over three
hundred dollars in doctors' bills, with-
out receiving the slightest benefit. In-
deed, I continued to grow worse. Fi-
nally, after I despaired of obtaining re-
lief, a friend recommended B. B. B.
(Botanic Blood Balm t, and I began
usiug it ; not. however, expecting to be
hem-fitted. After using half a bottle
t• as satisfied tiaat I we* being benefitted,
and wheu the sixth bottle w-as taken I
telt like a new man. 1 would not take
$1,000 for the good it line done me; in
fact, the relief I derived from it is priee-
less. 1 firmly believe that I would have
died hail I not taken it.
Respectfully, etc..
Tflosse racist.
For the blood, use B. B. B.
For scrofula, use B. B. B.
For catarrh, tier B. B. B.
For rheumatism, use B. B. B.
For kidney treubles, use B. B. R.
For skin diseaae, use B. It. B.
For eruptions, use B. B. B.
For all blood poison, use B. B. B.
Ask your neighbor who has used R.
B. B. cot its merits. Get our book free
filled with oeigleeates of wonderf ul
cures.
All who desire8Priell AInLtorfnation about
the cauee and cure of Blood Poisons.,
Scrofula or Scrofulous Swellings, U leers,
Sores, Itheumatiena, Kidney Complaints,
Catarrh, etc., can secure by mail free, a
copy of our 1S-page Illustrated Book of
Wonders, tilled with the most wonder-
ful and startling proof eAvetirantabe,fuorae.
knowie Address, IlhooP BALM CO.
DEAN Stes:-1 am authorised by the
members of Grange No.100, to announce
that Dr..). D. Clardy, master of state
grange, w ill deliver a public address on
resesttldniiontisculibujerctsh.
I Arr114tal IYo.seM wa io4 tahr'eaitnIte
relating to agriculture are cordially in-
vited to attend. Meeting opens at 1
o'clock. E. L. lif.exfueons, Sec'y.
formed the members of the house of rep-
resentatives and the eountry at large
that he war: always to be found at boom
of nights. Good for Congressman Law-
ler. But he also confided to the states-
men on the same occealon that he was
"a little short." Why should a csangress-





























Noy Era ?rioting and Putlishing Co.
$1 A YEAR.
OFFICE NEW ERA BUILDING
7th, street, near Main,
mormInsvu.s.s. ILENTEICILY.
ADYKIBTasIrso IRATE*.
oes Web, lard insertion, - 1 55
one month - 3 00
three mouths 6 00
s mouths - 9 0
one ye•r - - 15 00
Additional rates t.e bad by application
at the Ales.
arTrawaideat advertisements must be 'wild for la
advance.
Merges for yearly advertisements will be ool-
tented quarterly.
AU advertisements Inserted without speeilled
Side will be cbarged for until ordered out.
Leases a011401•• of Marriage* and Deed/1/.0ot ex-
oesdiag Sve Rasa, and notices of preaching pub-
lished gratis.
or. Obituary Nodose, Resolution* of Respect and
other eisaller nodose live °end per Doe.
FRIDAY, APRIL 21,1888
The Paducah Standard announces
lion. W. J. Stone as a candidate for
congress to succeed himself in the First
district.
The bill to resubmit the prohibition
question to the people oftbristian coun-
ty passed the eenate on Saturday. It
only needs the governor's signature to
become • law. Will he sign it? is a
question upon many lips in this county
to-day. The New Eat believes that be
will.
The "I 0 U's" have been made pub-
lic. The total amount evidenced as due
is $59,782.80, but only about one-third
of this Is collectlige 101,- the very good
reason that a majority of the bills have
been canceled long ago, but carelessly
left in the treasury. In the list is found
one against Jas. A. McKenzie for $147.-
90.
The preea both in and out of the state
are commenting on the advisability of
building the new railroad from Colum-
bus thtough Hopkinsville and on to
Cumberland Gap. Our citizens would
do well to look into the matter and take
some steps to show the public that they
are heartily in favor of it. The road
would be invaluable and would be the
means of making a good sized city here
Instead of a town of 7,000 or 8,000 in-
habitants. It we really want • com-
peting line we ought to do something to
prove it.
The Thomas bill has passed the house
of representatives. The New ERA pre-
dicts that it will pass the senate and
the chances are that Gov. Buckner will
othen veto it. An amendment to the
bill provides that the assessors under the
act shall be allowed $10 per day for
their services, with no extra compensa-
tion. Mr. Thomas says it was not his
fault that the railroads favored his bill,
as it was drawn without consulting any
outsider. The bill has some good
features and some bad one*, and on the
whole Is a better measure for the rail-
roads than any other bill before the
assembly.
For delegate from the state at large
the New Eat knows of no mats who
would better represent the Democracy
at the St. Louis convention than James
A. McKenzie. At any and all times has
he been ready to serve the party both
in and out of the state, and he has al-
ways served it with marked ability. As
a speaker his reputation is national,
and he would do Kentucky proud in the
convention halls. Mr. Mcgenzie would
accept the honor if tendered, and his ac-
ceptance would redound in honor to the
state. Mr. McKenzie is a loyal Cleve-
land lie, and the New ERA hopes he may
be sent to St. Louis that he may second
the presidential nomination in one of his
brilliant oratorical efforts.
It is the New Eat's opitriou that
the time for holding the election to
decide whether or not we will have a
continuance of prohibition is entirely
too far oft It would be much better
for everybody concerned were the ones,.
lion lo be matted next June. Postpone.
wont means a long and damaging fight I
It moans trouble and worry ; it moans
that friendships will be severed and sal.
mosltios lir04111411 It moans paralysstion
of business; it moans time for the col-
lection of materials for a bitter warfare.
There is nothing se damaging to boot-
ees& prosperity as a long convaas, and
the hotter the canvass the more dam-
aging is its results. It means a great
deal more than has already been said.
The law will be violated ten times
where it has been violated once; and
the troubles and disturbances will be
increased to SD extent that will be ruin-
ous. It is sincerely to be hoped that
both prohibitionists and antis will unite
thexed question
in the demand for an iretliate elec-
tion, and let us get
Out of the way.
A publication having been made that
Jim klaXonala and Auditor Hewitt were
canned In the performance of their du-
ties when examining the reports made
by Treasurer Tato, as to the state's
lladusoos, they have made the following
staidaavat:
In view of the publication in themorning paperr in regard to the settle-
Mental made by us with the treasurer in
January, 1886, wherein it is suggested
that we took Mr. 'retie.; word as to theamounts in banks on the 4th ot January
1886, and that it was made in a loose
and unbusiness-like manner and thatwe were therefore led to make a false
statement as to the condition of the
treasury, we wish to say that that set-
tlement was made with the same care
and caution that we would have made a
settlement involving a personal inter-est. The treasurer presented state-
ments from each bank, signed by the
cashiers as to the amount on deposit.
These were verified by the treasurer's
bank books, the entries In which were in
the handwriting of the bank °SiamThe amount of the outstanding checks
against each bank was deducted from the
deposit ill that bank. The cash on handin the vaulta was carefully counted and
a count made of the undeposited checksheld by the treasurer. Tuese details
are entered on the books of the tressur-er over our signatures and made a per-
fect balance with the books of the au-
ditor. It now appears that these state-ments and entries were in part forgeries,
but they were exeeuted so ingeniouslythat they deceived us.
FAVITTS H ea ITT,
Jas. A. McKeezuz.
It does look a little queer, to say the
least, that the 0. V. officials will say
nothing as to their intentions Au regard
to complying with their agreement.
The cry that publicity would ruin their
prospects may be true, but, at the same
time, they ought to tell Us what they
are going to do. They need not make
public their plans for getting the mon-
ey; they need not tell to the world that
such and such • syndicate has promised
under certain conditions to lend them
42,000,000; they need not Inform the
public that negotiatiorte are pending
and only awaiting certain legislative ac-
tion; they need not make it known that
capitalists are a little afraid to venture
unless' certain existing conditions are
removed. We say they need not tell
all these things, but they should tell us
whether or not they intend to build the
woad. The New ERA is committed in
Ks favor; it will do all in its power to
assist them, but this continual putting
off is getting monotonous.
The 0. V. road is being built for mon-
ey and not glory, hence this paper will
proceed to give the officials a little plain
talk once In a while. The bargain
made with them was on strictly busi-
ness principles; we propose to live up
to it, and they should do likewise. Ill
not they should say so. It looks a lit-
tle suspicious, to ray the least, that
they should remain so silent. If they
have the collateral they can easily get
the necessary funds; if they haven't
they can't; that is all there is to it. If
they are sufficiently backed New York
will lend them $2,0011,000, or $5,000,000,
or $50,000,1,00 for that matter, and it
not she will not lend them a cent. If
they haven't the collateral now they
won't have it four months hence. As
said before the NEW ERA does not wish
to Injure their prospects in the least;
but as now said if they do not assure us
(either for publication or not, as they
see tit) that they intend to build that
road, we propose to go to work to find
out everything possible and to publish
just what is found out. Gentlemen, if
you will assure Its the road will be
built—you need not tell anything else—
the Maw ERA Will leave you In peace.
Otherwise, look out for squalls.
THE WORK-HOUSE ORDINANCE.
The ordinance adopted by the city
council at Its recent special session pro-
viding for the establishment of a work-
house in conjunction with the county is
an entirely different one from what it is
supposed to be. The first ordinance
presented to the council was similar to
the order made by the court and pro-
vide(' that the city should take the rock
querried by the prisoners at the same
price they now pay for work—fifty
cents per cubic yard. This ordinance
was defeated for lack of a constitutional
majority, there being four votes for and
there against, as follows: Yeas, Gilli-
land. Beard, Campbell and Thompson;
noes, Anderson, Brown and Starling.
Then another ordinance, which was
first offered as an amendment to the
previous and defeated by the same vote,
was offered in lieu of the preceding or-
dinance and adopted, those opposing it
as an amendment voting for it as an or-
dinance, knowing that no other could
be adopted owing w the determined op-
position of Councilmen Sterling. An-
derson and Brown.
This ordinance provides that"the man-
ager is to look entirely to the county for
his compensation for his services."
While the ordinance does dot state that it
will refuse to accept and pay for any
work done by the county or city pris-
oners, no provision is made for it and
It is understood in the council that they
will not, the three councilmen above
named as defeating the first ordinance,
declaring that they will vote against it
all the time, and this, of course, means
defeat.
The ordinance further provides that
"the city is to have no compensation
from the county for work done by the
city prisoners under said manager and
all the proceeds of the work of both the
county and city prisoners is to go and
belong to the county."
This, it seems to the NEW ERA, is a
splendid bargain for the county and a
rather bad one from a business point of
view for the city. The city by this plan
must feed and care for her own prisoners
in the lock-up as has always been done
yet the work they do does not benefit
her in the least, for the proceeds go to
the county. It may and will result in a
decrease of the violations of the law, for
when it becomes known that if one
violates an ordinance he must pay the
penalty in hard work, there will be less
inducement to go to the lock-up.
The Maw ERA is heartily in favor of a
work-house, and it believes with Coun-
cilmen Campbell, Thompson, Beard and
Gilliland that the city should receive
an equal benefit with the county, that
the work of her own prisoners should
go to improve oar streets instead of the
roads of the county. It is the intention
of the county authorities to work the
prisoners in different portions of the
county. This plan will be a little
troublesome owing to the distance it will
sometimes be necessary to take them,
but it will be far better than the pres-
ent plan of boarding them free. There
is plenty of work to be done, and the
county judge has assured the NEW ERA
that he can keep a good many men busy
for twenty years if necessary.
A SUGGESTION.
The situation in railroad circles at
present is very unsatisfactory. There is
a great deal of talk, but talk will not
build roads. There is the Chicago road,
but that is on paper as yet; the Columbus
4 cumberlaiid (lap Is another poseibill•
II but by no means a certainty ; as for
ale U V,, &nor a very careful survey of
the premises the New Kota feels ware
ranted In saying that there 14 nothing In
it. It may possible come—all things are
possible—but it is highly improbable.
The people may test assured that the
road will never claim the $100,000 voted
them. There are good reasons for this
assertion, but it is not deemed necessary
as yet to make them public.
Some eight years ago Hopkinsville
was in a pretty bad condition.
About that time she began to make in-
roads on the territory controlled by her
sister city, Clarksville, and as time ad-
vanced she increased her trade and ter-
ritory to a degree that was very gratify-
ing to her business men, and very
alarming to those in Clarksville. Each
year increased her business and enlarged
her territory, anal decreased the business
and lessened the territory of her rival.
The people In Clarksville grew deeper-,
ate; they saw ruin staring them in the
face; something had to be done anti that
at once. The result was the 1. A. 4 T.
Every one remember* how Hopkins-
vine laughed at the project; poked fun
at the scheme, feeling sure that her
trade was secured. How hash resulted?
To-day Clarksville has Hopkinsville In
the same fix we had her a little over a
year ago. She is slowly but surely
draining our territory and drawing to
her market the produce and trade that
formerly came here. She is doing this,
too, not because she pays better prices,
for she doe* not, hut because transpor-
tation is easier and cheaper. This can
be remedied. suppooe flopkinsville
were to build a road from this point to
Gracey, and that Cadiz and Trigg coun-
ty were to meet us there with another
branch. It. is on!y tell miles from each
point, and the cost would not be great.
What would be the result? it would at
once place us on an equal footing with
Chiriniville and give us an opportunity
to again bring the trade from that 'sec-
tion to our market. We say equal, but
would it not give us an advantage? We
are located in the center of the rich sec-
tion, while Clarksville is on the edge.
This is no inconsiderable advantage.
Then would we not gain an advantage
in another way? All produce brought
to this market for shipment would
of necessity be compelled to go out over
the L. It N.'s lines, no matter which di-
rection shipped. Produce shipped to
Clarkeville may, for eittlit months in the
year, leave that place for foreign mar-
kets via the river, which affords compe-
tition to the L. et N.
Does It not seem reasonable, then,
hat the L. 61c N., which corporation
desires no competition, should prefer to
bring freight to Hopkineville, where
here is no competing line, than to
clarkeville where there Is one? Is It
not also likely that to avoid competition
she would give Hopkinsville better
freight rates than Clarksville?
The L. It N. will build this road for
us if we will vote a reasonable subsidy,
and as Cadiz and Trigg county will
help us, we would then have a line
hrough to that point. The N ERA
has good and strong evidence to prove
hat the L. it N. management will do
this if we will but help them out, and it
is believed that the help required from
us will not exceed $50,000. Steps are
already being taken to get this project
on a Round footing, and it is the belief of
the New ERA that if our people will only
take hold of the matter we can have the
meta.
E. S. Ryan vs. I.. It
missed, settled.
Wall & McGehee vs. E. F. Morris,
continued.
McCarny, Bonte 6t Co. vs. Wolf 6t
Kirulin, dismissed, settled.
Same Vs. Irvin I ' ayce , dismissed, set-
tled.
c, B. Webb vs. W. S. McCarley dis-
missed, settled.
Same vs. Leslie Majors, dis , settled.
" " Joe Bagby
." J. C. Willis "
" W. H. Whitlow "
" F. J. Worthington "
" J. W. "







road here in a few months.
Let's put away all notion of the coming
of the 0. V., for that is one of the things
that cannot be depended upon nor ex-
pected.
THE COST COMPUTED.
While all the talk is going the rounds
about railroads in general and the road
to Cadiz via Bryant's station in partic-
ular, nothing has been said of the actual
cost of building the same. In 1885,
when a proposition was submitted to
the t eople of Hopkinsville to build this
line, an estimate of the coat from here
to the county line, just beyond Bryant's
station, was made by Civil Engineer 3.
W. Robinnette. His estimate was matte
after a careful survey of the route and
may be relied upon as accurate. In
grading the road the cost of the earth-
work was computed at $8,785.66; loose
rock, $2,062; solid rock: $3,4; mason-
ry for bridges, $3,000; masonry for cul-
verts, $993; timber crossings, $928 80;
iron for same, $108; bridges, $1,800;
croasties, $10,937.50; total, $32,672 30.
This cost is based on an estimate for
twelve miles of road, but does not in-
clude the right of way nor the iron to
lay the track. The amount usually al-
lowed for the right of way is $1,000 per
mile; hut any one who knows the feel-
ing on this subject along the route will
agree when it is said that the right of
way for the whole distance would not
cost over $3,000. In addition to this
may be added the sum of $4,000 per
mile for iron, which is a high price.
The total amount, then, to place the
road in running order would be $83,672.
To continue the road to Cadiz, at the
same estimate, would cost, from Bry-
ant's, $53,775, or, a total of $130,448 for
the whole distance. This estiuiate in-
cludes everything save the rolling stock.
Front these figures the people may
see just what it would cost to build the
road themselves, and they can also cal-
culate how much they would be willing
to pay the I.. It N. or any other cow-
soy to build it tor thew. If our citi-
zens are really in earnest and wish to
build the line, the Hopkineville at Cadiz
Company have a charter they could
operate under, and, for that matter there
is another charter in existence which
permits the building of a road in any
direction through the county from this
city. It would be a much better invest-
ment for the people of this magisterial
district to build the road themselves,
with a little assistance from Cadiz and
Trigg county, than to pay the L. & N.
a bonus to do it for them. If we own
the road we can do as we like with it,
while if the L. It N. owns it, we can't
exactly do that.
After the road le In a condition to re-
eeive the iron, any steel rail company
will take the bonds of the road for the
necessary cash to iron it and wait for
their money. The $100,000 voted to the
0. V. would go a considerable distance
towards putting the road in actual run-
ning order to Cadiz.
quarterly Celia.
The following is a list of cases dis-
posed of during the recent term of the
quarterly court:
Jno. T. Wright's administrators vs.
James Roper, continued.
J. J. Douglass vs. Peter McCarty,
judgment.
Forbes & Bro. vs. H. B. Humphreys,
judgment.
Julia Meacham vs. Alex Cayce, dis-
missed.
Hanna It Bro. vs. Ross Dickinson,
dismissed.
Davis at Gillilaud vs. Mrs. M,- A. Mc-
Cormack, dismissed, settled.
V. E. Woosiey vs. Sam Wright, con-
tinued.
C. H. Bush for Buckner at Wooldridge
vs. W. M. Wright, judgment.
J. B. Galbreath vs. E. Cruse, dis-
missed.
Atmore Cuttlery Co. vs. John Young,
continued.
J. H. Winfree vs. W. II. Means, judg-
ment.
MeCamy, Bonte It Co. vs. W. W.
Rossington, judgment.
Weston Tuck vs. 'I'. II. Major, judg-
ment.
Hanna at Crum vs. McKnight It Giles
set for Friday, 27th.
J. V. Hayes and wife vs. C. M.
I"Pool, dismissed, settled.
J. 0. Flextuan It Co. vs. N. Stade,
dismissed, settled,
Johnson OptIvil Co, vs. A. U. Reich.
ort, continued,
T. A. Verger vs, Frenk Munroe, con-
tinued.
MuCatily,,Hutite it Co. vs, J,
distills/old, settled.














Same vs. E. W.
tied.




Edwards It Pritchett vs. N, A.
nett, continued.
hilumenstell, McCamy
E. F. Morris, continued.
Henry Berry vs. John Hayed, dis-
missed, settled.
Same v6. A. W. Rutland, dismissed,
settled.
C. H. Bush vs. A. H. Thacker, ills-
missed, settled.
rye It Walton vs. T. Brewer,
railroad, dis-N.
. Porter Phelps, dir-
s. Mon Howell, die-
s. J. W. Boyd, dis-
s. W. L. Yancey, die-
M. Co. vs. Jno. Ever-









Some months ago • party working in
the lumber camp of Wm. Coach, on the
Sturgeon river, ordered 31 tenth tickets
in the Louisiana Suite Lottery. One of
these was a tenth of ticket No. 71,575,
which won the first prize of $150,000, in
the drawing of the 7th of Feb., giving
the handsome sum of $15,000 to be di-
vided. There were sixteen In the club,
the tickets being sent to Geo. .J. John-
son, of Barags. Three of the holders
were of one family, being John Hod w ein




SINKING FoRK, April 26.—Mr. Ben
Wood, of Swingston county, Ky., was
visiting his father, near Cerulean
Springs, last Saturday and Sunday.
Mr. Taz Cuts, of liendereon, Ky., was
visiting his in this neighborhood Sun-
lay.
Rev. J. U. Sperlin will preach (dr us
again Ode year.
There will be an all-day singing at
Pisgah school house first Sunday in
May.
Mr. W. F. wood is very ill again.
ELLA.
I THE 0. V. PRESIDENT.
A NEW ERA REPORTER AFTER HIM.
AROUND TOWN.
Duncan Galbreath, the popular young
jeweler, is now ready for business.
There will be sold two high bred
Holstein bull calves at Cask), Grange
sale, May 3d. ,
W tiKRK Dore IT ALL Go To.—The
quantities of National Fertilizer 'laity
Wishing to know the exact status ol passing through our streets on the trans.
.the 0. V. road, anil their intentions In fer wagons for D. A. 'randy is Simply
regard to the completion of the line to iteleepse.
this point the New ERA sent a represent-
ative to Ilendereon, Wednesday night
to interview the president or secretary.
On arriving in the city the reporter
went at an early hoot. Thursday to the
0. V. headquarters and inquired for
Mr. Giles, the secretary and treasurer or
the company, and wee informed that
that gentleman was out of the city. Dr.
Kelsey, tile president, Was then asked
for, and 't was found that he was on the ,
eve of leaving town. Hurrying to the
depot, the president was caught just as
he was stepping aboard the train. Not
to be outdone, the reporter jumped on,
and proceeded to interview the Doctor.
"1/r. Kelsey," said the reporter, "1
come here at the instance of the Nitn.
ERA, the citizens of Hopkinsville and
the Commercial Club to ask you some
questions, and I would like plaint,
straight forward answers."
"Wen, sir; what do you want to
know ?" answered the president.
"I would like to know what arrange-
ments you have made to comply 66ith
your part of the agreement."
"Do you know, sir, how much time
the 0. V. has to fulfill its part of the
contract?''
"About eight uiontlis, Doctor," ans-
wered the scribe.
"Well, sir, 1 can build that road easily
in four months."
"That may be true, sir, but will you
do it?"
The president drew his coat a little
closer about him, looked out over the
muddy waters of the Ohio, which we
were then crossing, and said :
"You folks are too anxious.
Tries to Get Away, but Is Run Down
aid Pumped.
If you
are friends of the 0. V. you will not
push this matter too far. You will
damage us greatly. We do not care to
get into print right now ; all we want is
to be let alone."
"But, Doctor, we are very much in-
terest in this matter. Another road we
must have, and if the 0. V. is not go-
ing to stand up to Its part of the con-
tract, we want to know it."
"No doubt you do, sir. Judge Landes,
of your town, has just left here. I ex-
plained to him the nature a things and
lust how matters stood. If you vilil go
to see him I think he will convince you
that silence is best at present."
"But we have had too much silence
already on this subject," said the re-
porter, "and what we want is a little
talk, and straight from the shoulder at
that."
"My dear sir, I wish 1 could gratify
you on that point."
"Doctor, are you doing anything to-
wards securing the necessary cash to
build our line," bluntly asked the Maw
ERA man.
"Working like beavers, sir: working
like beavers. Do you think it is an
easy matter to get $2,000,000? If you
do, I'd like toisee you get it?"
"Well, not exactly an easy matter,
Doctor. I have very frequently fouinl
it a difficult matter to raise $2, let alone
$2 000,000."
"Give us a little time, sir; and I
promise you that before many days 1
will tell you just what I have done."
The reporter then asked some very
straight questions. which the gentleman
answered after swearing us not to pub-
lish his answers.
"But, Doctor, the people want to
know what you are going to do; wheth-
er we will have that road or not. Tell
me something that will satisfy the peo-
ple; tell me something to publish."
"I have told you all I can, sir."
"Will you promise to let us hear
something from you In a short while?"
"Just as soon as it is safe to talk, or
just as soon as matters are settled I will
write you. Now, don't go back end
publish this conversation ; you are doubt-
less our friend, but it will not be a
friendly act to do this just now."
The reporter assured him that he
wouldn't publish a line; that, of course,
lie was just interviewing him for the
fun of the thing. 0, no: he wouldn't
publish the liarrelsed!
Not oaring to go further away
Irum olVilfeation and Into Ilooelerdom,
the Nit% ERA man jumped off at the
droll elation and counted ties hack to the
river width he crossed Into Henderson,
that town of saloons and delegate candi-
dates. It may be said to the credit of
those candidates that they are a socia-
ble lot, and—well the Nzo Eir• matt
managed to get house, anyway.
A TYPICAL TENTED SHOW.
Sells Brothers' Three Ring Circus,
Elevated Stage, Royal Hippodrome
and Five Centleeet Menagerie.
It is not alone the oldest of readers
who can remember the "Circus arid
Menagerie" as periodically eghlbitsed
not so many years back. A company of
fifty or, at the most, sixty people was
considered as being a phenomenally
bags one, anal If the diameter of the
cativo's reached one hundred feet, "the
wonder was and still the wonder grew,"
There are more people employed as ail.
venison'', agents, bill-posters, etc., ahead
of the show of the present day than con-
stituted the entire company—perfortners,
grooms, hustlers, cativasmen and agents
of the not very remote period of which
we are speaking. Yet the tented ex-
hibitions of the prevent day are graded
in their dimenelons as well as in their
merits and attractions. Among the
largest, as well as the best, sliOws now
traveling is that of the Sells Brothers,
which is announced to exhibit in this
city at an early date. It presents in
combination a circus of three rings, in
which are simultaneously presented sen-
sational and attractive gymnastic, eques-
trian and athletic refits arid features and
an elevated stage for exclusive special-
ties. The main privillion is an enor-
mous elipse, two hundred by one hun-
dred feet dimension, inside of which is
an Immense track devoted to the sports
and perils of the hippodrome, consisting
of Romeo chariot races, liberty races,
standing races, steeple chases and jockey
races. Attached to arid connected avail
this huge tent is another of equally for-
midable dimensiocm, which encloses
I perhaps tae largest, as well as the most
interesting, collertion of /lying wild
animals ever exhibited. The
be in ilopkinsvllls, Thursday, Way JO.
I Do Not Cut
prices to obtain trade. My goods sell
on their merits alone. In dry goods,
notions and carpets I am headquarters
for fine qualities. C. X. 1.•fliAm.
The engineering corps LOW in the
field making surveys for the new
"Clarksville It Dickson" road were
mud from Tuesday, says a special from
Clarksville, arid report the completion
of two routes, and that the third, or
ridge route, has been commenced. The
nearest line to Cuaiberland Furnace
paws widlin three miles; the next
iearest is something over six miles. It
r thought now that the ridge rotate wiil
be the one selected for the road to fol-
low. It is also stated on good authority
that a branch road;will be coristruo-
ed to Cumberland Furnace. It is a
positive certainty now that the Clarks-




for inferior goods is practically thrown
away audit will pay purchasers to come
to Latliam'e where everything is strictly
first-class arid real value is always given.
We hope farmers will give the quota-
tions a close and careful perusal this
week. By comparing the prices paid
on the Hopkineville board with our
rivals' price., it may be readily seen
that our tobacco market is second to
none.
Hermon Cox arid Miss Bettie Faulk-
ner, both of Belleview, were married at
the Plovnix Hotel Wednesday after-
noon at I o'clock, Dr. Bingham, of the
M. E. Church, officiating. The attend-
ants were Mr. Johu Reed and Miss
Sudie Cox.
The board appointed by the county
court to select a suitable wan tor the
position of manager of the work house,
consisting of Esqs. Tinsley, Youngiove,
and Judge W. P. Winfree, have elected
Mr 1). T. Brown, of this city, to the re-
sponsible position. Mr. Brown is a cit-
izen who has the necessary nerve and is
thoroughly competent to till the place.
The salary affixed to the position Is $40
per month.
There is a movement on foot in Clarke-
vine to erect a monument to the memory
et the unknown Confederate dead buried
in the cemetery at that city. Owing to
the generosity of one whose name will
never be forgotten AO long as the tall
shaft rears its head towards the clouds,
the resting place of our "heroic dead"
has been marked by a beautiful tribute.
A tribute like this does honor to a
man, a people, and Clarksville should
show to the world that those who died
for principle's sake upon the field of
battle and who now rest beneath the
sod at her gates are not forgotten but
remembered and honored even in death.
Among the live and creditable busi-
ness houses of our city, none ranks
above the clothing house of rye A Wal-
ton. Capt. John I've has had e life-
time experience in his business and,
representing on the road one of the larg-
est clothing manufacturing houses in
the world, lie le enabled to "get on to"
all the bargains going. This gives his
house an "edge" which they do not
fail to use. Mr. Walton is a most ac-
complished and popular young business
1111111 and is adding new friends to his
list every day. "Bob" Green—the la-
dies man of the house—is the center of
attraction for the gray horses from the
country and is always reedy and
''aweal!'" to greet ins many friends in
city and county. Cast your eye over
their advertisement and profit by what
you find In it.
TOBACCO NEWS.
One li hid. of lugs brought $9 00 on the
board this week,
Hancock, Fraser It Ragsdale gold one
hhd. ot fine leaf Wednesday for the
bandeome price of $17.75.
The market this week was steady
with a slight upward tendency on fine
leaf. Fine lugs also brought good figures
II. H. Carroll, one of the leading to-
bats.° growers ot the Fairview precinct,
sold through Wheeler, Mille It Co.,
Thursday, four lihde. ot leaf and two of
lugs, aggregating $1,200. It's quality
not quantity that counts.
Hancock, Fraser t& Ragsdale sold
this week 127 lilids as follows:
55 lIds. good to fine leaf, $12 00, 16.50,
17 75, 12 50, 11 25. 11 50, 10 00, 17 25,
10 00, 16 75, 10 25, 14 00, 14 75, 13 30,
two at 11 50, 11 75, 13 50, 12 75, 12 50,
11 00, 10 25. 15 75, 14 35, 15 75. 12 70,
two at 13 75, three at 11 00, 10 75, two
at 10 00, 10 23, 11 75, two at 10 25,
10 50, 10 00, /2.00, 11 00, 9 21, 9 40,
9 60,9 50, 9 25, 9 93,9 10, 9 00, 9 25,
It 25. 900, 9 25.
44 Mids. common to medium leaf,
four at $8 60, two at 14 45, two at 7 50,
two st 8 50, 75, 8 70, 7 93, 8 00, 780,
8 70, 7 50, 8 30, 7 75, 8 00, 8 50, 7 KO,
8 60, 8 75, 8 00, two at 7 50. S 25, 9 75,
9 80, 8 80, 8 00, three at 7 75, a 90, 730,
8 80, 7 60, 8 00.
30 birds. common to good lugs $4 00 to
7 00.
Gant It Gaither Co. sold this week 12
as follows:
15 Wide. medium ta good leaf PI 50 to
it 00,
pi idols common loaf $6 00 to Pi 50,
11 " lug.ill 60 tu 3 Do,
Hatibery it Slayer sold this week :18
Itlids, as follows
10 Wills. medium to reel leaf $il NS to
14 85.
12 ii lids ormiumn led $0 91 to 7 75.
14 " lugs $4 (K) to 5 70,
H. U. Nelson it Co. sold this week $S
Wit's. as follows:
20 lihds medium to good leaf, $7 03,
7 45, 7 70, 7 35, 1.4 73, 9 00, 0 00, 9 10, 975
9 60, 9 80, 9 73. 9 70, 1000, 1000, 10 00,
1075, two at 11 25, 1200.
3 Mids. lugs, $4 00, 3 30, 7 20.
Wheeler, Mills It Co., sold thi4 week
40 hlide. as follows:
12 idols, good leaf, $1300, 12 75, 12 30,
12 50, 12 25, 11 75, 1225, 1175, 11 25,
1175, 1050, 10th),
10 hie's. medium leaf, eit 30, 9 30,
9 25, 9 00, 9 10, 9 00, 8 90, 14 90, 8 50,
8 00.
hlids. comuion leaf, $7 60, 7 30, 7 :10,
7 03, 7 0, 7 25, 7 20, 7 00.
10 Idols. lugs, $11 25 to 3 00.
ast.ICIOR'a *grunt
Receipts for week. 2113
" for year 5,330
Seise for week
" fur year    :1,537
A number of changes will be made
among our tobsooes warebourtmen with-
in the next few montlis.—Clarksville
Democrat.
Dogwood winter Is giving the cut
worms • chance, but *dykes from all
quarters of Kentucky are to the eflect
that the gentle graeger is in earnest
this year and (*ruling never farther ad-
vanced at this season than at present.—
Louisville Times.
WHERE ART THOU, 0 ROMEO:
A W ork-Hease Priseeer Eerspett—Oth•
era Refuse to Work.
The first attempt to work the county
and city prisoners was DOC a gigantic
success. Thursday morning Mr. Taylor
Brown, the recently appointed maneger
of the work-house, started with three
prisoners from the county jail and one
from the city lock-up to the quarry oat
the Greenville road. No semmer had
Dud Mccarty, who was coutlued in the
work-house, stepped outside the portals
thee lie made a break tor liberty. Be-
ing fleet of foot in a few minutes all that
was left to tell of Dud's unceremonious
departure was a child ot dust and a dis-
gusted manager. The manager con-
tinued on his way with the remaining
three, apd reached the place of work.
Two of the three, F.d 'iricerit and
Grundy Dulin, ;Try cooly informed
Manager Brown that such work as
quarrying rock was beneath the dignity
of Kentucky gentlemen; that they pre-
ferred to bask in the waren rays of a
epririg atm and listen to the sweet music
of the little birds its they warbled forth
their notes of joy, to the unpleasant, if
decidedly novel ht.einess of booth,' rock.
And not a bust would they do.
The men claim that they do not come
under the provisions of the order, as
their conviction was before the court
made the decree. Judge Witifree holds
that they can be forced to work out their
fines, but not the jail sentence unless it
• so specified in the conviction.
Officers are on the trail of the escaped
prisoner. The law provides that when
a prisoner escapes and is caught arid
returned, his sentence shall be increased
ten-fold. So when Mr. McCarty is
caught he will have to work just ten
times as long as he would bad his not at.
tempted to get away. Judge W'infree
will order the two prisoners to work
who refused on Thursday morning, and
If they still refuse then they will be
punished according to the provisions of
the lair.
Railroad Litigation.
llon..lohn Feland and Col. A.
Clark left Tuesday for Frankfort to ar-
gue before the court on appealii the case
of Christian county against the I. it N.
railroad, which was appealed from the
Christian circuit court.
The county claims) tbs.'s from the rail-
road for four years, beginning in '82.
Landes It Clark, as attorneys for the
county, tiled euit anal obtained judg-
ment in tile September term of the
Christian court, 1887. 'rite railroad
also filed suit against the county for the
recovery of taxes they had paid prior to
'142 and to which they claim the moray
was liot entitled. This 11100 was
decided in favor of the comity and the
railroad appealed both cases. Tlie peo-
ple are anxiously awaiting the results,
as they are directly interested in the
matter. The judgment awarded to.the
county was tor $6,300, which withiliTuter-
est to date will make a total of probably
$7,300. The counter suit tiled by the
railroad against the cou»ty is for $7,000.
Land and Improvement Company.
The West Kentucky Coal, Iron and
Improvement Company was organized
at the office of Landes It Clarke Satur-
day April 7th. The ot jeet of this cor-
poration is to develop the mineral re-
sources of the lands of western Kentucky,
and to promote in every way the gen-
eral improvement of the section. 'rhe
incorporators are N. D. Davie, II. C.
Gant, S. C. Mereer, F. J. Brownell, A.
11. Clark, J. I. Landes and A. V.
Townes. The officers are H. C. Gant,
president, S. I.. Mercer, vice president,
C. It. Dietrich, secretary, arid A. H.
De'reville, treasurer. As will be seen
the gentlemen are all public spirited
citizens, thoroughly imbued with the
spirit of progress and they will leave
no stone unturned in their efforts to
build up the industries, advertise the
advantages and attract immigration to
this part of the state. They will meet
with encouragement in their landible
undertak hug.
MARKET REPORTS.
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:Reported by S Snodgrass ft co., Live suck
Commission Slerchauts, nurtion sto. k yards.,
Loui•vine. April M.—CATTLE—rho mart* I
is quiet awl unchange lin prices.
Itto.s -"The market is steady,an.1 all the offerlugs are dum•••• 1. of
Sit KEP •Nii LA1110-1115 market is unchanged
in prices
Lattle--Good to extra shipping. 1.400
U. 1,100 pounds $4 40 to 4 50Light •hipping, 1,M10 to 1,4OU
pounds . . 4 II If, 4 15
Good to extra o•en ti 50 to 4 ial
C moo awl rough oxen 2 50 to 3 25
Buda. 2 25 to 3 50
Light stockers 2 Oat', 3 ill
Feeders .. it 15 to 375
Best butchers 4 25 1. 4 40
We'll iii, to gust butchers 3 73 to 4 to
l'ommusi butchers 8 25 to 3 50Thin, rough steers, poOr coo • and
scalawags ..I 50 to 2 75
II0FA.I•hoice parkins and butchers 5 3411,VS 7.
11. air to good boteltere . 540 t4,5 SuLight medium butcher.. 5 110 to 1 25Shoats, 4 25 to 4:5
Sheep said Lamb., Fair to froo.t
shipping . . 5 00 to 5 50
Comnion to medium 4 ill to 3 73
Bitra lands., Spring Oil IO P, OD




Just received our second shipment of ele-
gant Spring Clothing. Don't fail to inspect our
stock before making a purchase. Our line of
Hats, Shoes and Furnishing Goods is the
largest ever shown in this city
Children Cry Ilemmilu
Prices reduced on all Dry Goods and Notions.
If you give us a call we will surely please you
in goods and prices.
FOR PITCHER'S
astoria
Centaur Liniment is the most wonderful Pain-Curer
the world has ever known.
IA • G-.11163LICI-I5.T.
JMWM !
Large Stock. Wel! Assorted. Prices Low. Work a 71.petdall to.
57 Franklin Street, Clarksville, Tenn.
111:0110174110710 T:: SOME!
HUGE AND COMPLETE mom OF WONDERLAND
-----Ti.. SIC /Brilliant and Illawalderlan rerleranancea as
lloOsville, Thursday, May 101h,
NIM HEM'S
tore•I are••1111.1an I ireti• Neal 111/6611611 II 110.0.1 0 r•1 11611,16rol
Inraagerl• gaud Hal.11111 I arniini
53.500 000 Invested ter the Putilic s Delectation! Actual Deily Esponset, $4.200
N..1•1,1, and Triumpli31111 RCItiforred StOtAon suli, ihe 4 4,4441,,,,,, inir aw l toile Situ, of
Worl I.
CAM. A. H. BOGARDUS AND HIS:; SONS.
Our Mullin Si.
Elegant Alarm Clock
given with each $20.00 purchase.
"THE OLD RELIABLE,"
M. Frankel & Sons.
IV.
The Only Complete, Perfei t and 1 ari-lity Sump' tau, Re.; . al of the
Classic Hippodrome of Ancient Greece and Rome!
GOO PHENOMENAL AEENIC ARTISTS! 90 DAZZLING ACTS!
Scotch A thletes, Arabian Meteor., .Inpane-e Moriat. •n.1 a 1.4 Into. European Vallie% lIeomli nation, in Oaring an.1 Performanee• en Huge Theater ‘i age
50 Cages of Wild Beasts, A Universal Reflex of S wage Life.
a•ramle•t, 11..t Fitamau-, awl Belo Trained lier.1 1.1 F. ilLIA A meroso
eluding -Rajah," the I oloillaal, A11.1 /Terslindou ing a rokral Figure of lo•
1: ace; "Mid.- the Aii,ae.I 11111111111 ClOW n r.lephan02 ilic
i6n/y Baby Elephant oat 11m ( ontinent :
PEERLESS, POETIC, ROYALLY RESPLENDENT STREET PARADE
Appearing on the Public Thoroughfare* a; to o'clock 6:ver Burning
Vat Al, Ple/CEM or ADMISP.34•111.--1'erferirsores at ..Customarmom. positively god kmphatialally a;, Vree to • uu i 1-, •
Cheap sound Trip Exeursious os all Railroads See Nation Agent for PArt,,-nlars.— Also al _—
RUSSELLVILLE, MAY 9. HENDERSON, MAY 11
W II. VA XON, Book-keeper $01131 N.-11112 1.8
WHEELER, MILLS & CO..
Tobacco Warehousemen, COMESI1011 lerchants and Grain Ilealer.
sEyENfil ANL, it. 1: iiiii.KiNsytu.E, KY
Liberal AtiVittlet COU,isninent6. .1111061,00 sent nit covei-e‘i 0 Is ss. lame
NAT a. %1111E1a. 
K t, I ET, salesmen
CANT & GAITHER COMPANY,
-- CID 01 -111t1, —
17:01/3.31 t es' "IlIAT astar dela Gov's; et••
Tobacco and n brat ettitui•sion vierldasits, Hepktsissal ie. K1..1 W Mcnaugl,an, Pre-elent. Dar rtOra; B. II NanCe, B 0 W.tilea, (.2Gal es, B. 1.1 1.•ttne. A . 
sl—tx swx. Fe.3C1X111711:0 :
I ti 
tHendrick's China Half{
• a•ii I ILL.., VENAL.
11,(00 (11:11111)01. -, is;, 10 l'it'VeS. from $2.75 to. $ 7.5.00
00Tea • • -II .. 3.00 to' 50.00 -t • •500 Pinner - lot) " ' ; .ro to 5o0.0ti •),,,,, .0, 1,,•,. ,,,ur r•han,, blit ,..ifie tit ow, or order ov mad glir-sati•racluit. guaranis/Al.
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To Subscribers.
The date with your
name printed on the
margin or wrapper of
your paper shows when
1rncttfoeuertna*.
Wool is coming in very late this year.
Hopkinaville Littlest Cansler'e stable.
Go to A. G. Bush for boot* and shoes
and save money.
W. I,. Bautberger had a line cow
kicked to death Thursday night.
Scarlet fever is rilgilig as an epidemic
in the vicinity of Roaring Springs.
50,000 good poplar shingles for sale,
cheap. JNO. R. GIODSN st Co.
Ross Rodgers represents the Mutual
Life insurance Conipany of Kentecky.
I.ivy Buckner has struck another
your paid subscription fine etream in cleaning out lin mineral • The attention 01 the local board 01
expires. If not renew- [we"- health is called to the warning sent outby the state board of health and printed
anti
There are now only six prisoners In
the county jail. The terms of several
will expire in a few weeks.
di fine Jersey cow, belonging to Mr.
Jo S. Chastain, the talior, gave birth to
a calf last week without a tail.
FOR Sates-Elegant two-story resi-
dence on Seventh-desirable location
good Improvements -R. I'. Stevens.
The rock crusher will be 'started
Monday. The machinery for repairing
It arrived from Louisville this week.
ing that date.
Livy Buckner was ofiered $500 in
cash for an halt interest in his mineral
well. The offer was made by a north-
ern gentleman.
ed, your paper will be The old It. .& 0. telegraph lines he.. elsewhere in ties paper.
tween this Ilentlereon arestopped on the let day being taken down. NOTIt't - these prey Mutely paid, all
of the month succeed- accounts due J. R. Armistead will be
sold at the court-house door first Mon-
day in May. '1'. G. YsThs, Assignee.
FOR SALE-Five houses and lots in
Hopkinsville and a farm of 150 acres in
this county. Terms reasonable and
easy. M. Ill•N:4•.
Hen Da weorecolored,fivIng near New-
stead, was tried before Judge Winfree,
Tuesday, charged with wife beating.
He was tined $10 and given ten days In
jail.
The first installment of "Applied
Science," a serial story of considerable
merit antl quite interesting to the end,
may be found on the fourth page of this
issue.
Some ant, *patty.
Rea Boyd, of Howell. was in tows Friday
Dr. Wootton, of Lafayette. SS in town Fri-
day.
C. A. Rams, of Crofton, spent Etiday in the
city. •
Goa Tandy, of Fairview, spent sunday in the
city
Jesse eine of south L Armpits was in the city
Friday.
Lee With ins, of Montgomery, was in the city
Friday,
Ike Lipitine 'eft this week for the eastern
markets.
Thos. H Wallace, of Bell's. was in the city
Tuesday.
T. B. Johnson. Sinking Fork. sae in too II
Tuesday.
J. R Bay returned Monday trout the Mem-
phis rsees.
Col. M. C. Lane, of Fairview was in the city
Wet:nada,.
•
Mr. WiSSLOD Lienry. of Casky, as in the city
\V e.tocolay
llos. E t.. Seliree spent several days in the
city this week.
Wheeler Cayce awl o; Beverly, were is
tows this week.
Mrs Hold. Retbarfort. of Trenton. spent Sat-
urday l• the city.
Mrs, Wm Cheatham. of Isfayette, was Is
the eity Mestlay.
Miss Limn Owes, et t 'forth Hill, IA the New
et We. Jeses
Tao Rases see wife, iii eehilies, were la
the ens Tuesday
A. Deirme, Ise cC Boelfleg eprta. was IS
the OH this woes
or. J. Seem' sad wile, of Jells., were lii
toes Wedaeolay.
sirs. Ciao* Bedtime se Preibroie. spent
Moseley is the city.
Mr, Dam VI kit taster, of C &H. y. was &hopping
is the city Saturday.
Laps. 5 13 Bell, of the Longview precinct.
was in the city saturday.
Lee Waltham. of Mostgoinery. *petit seierel
'lays last week ia Ile city.
Mrs. T. M. kluarle*, of Bowel', spent Friday
with relatives in the city.
Mr. Jas. Verbed.. of Bowliag Green, waists the
city law weea os leanness.
Mao MeNiel, ol Howling Greco, to %1st ing
her Water. Mrs. Will (sett.
Victor INNS& has returned from a protracted
Wait ta relatives near Herndon.
Wash and lady, of Wallowa, spent
et !seal days in the ed.l this week.
T. A. McDaniel. of Clarksvilie visited frieed.
asd relatives in the city this week.
klim Georgia Bowies, of Cluny. spent Sunday
la the eity 'nib Mrs. 4. B. Harm...
Mrs. Wm. M. awl Mm Lillie Bronaugh. of
Pembroke sre visiting relative.. In the city.
Oise Genevieve Alderson returned Friday
from a visit to relative. i• south Christian.
Mies Sophie Remington has returned from Et.
Worth, where she has been for some moeths.
Mr It. R. Iliekiss. Athens. Gs • spent Satur
day and Seedily with as father, J. M. Hipkino.
Mr. Harry Walton as.1 bride nee Miss Bryss.
of Lomita lie, are the evens of Mr E. It. Bas-
sett
Mr. /L. J Timothy, a prominent Nashville
merchant. siaite.t relative. in the city th a
week:
Mi.. Flora Tries, abo has been 'siting Mrs.
I•tO. B. Ezell. at Bowling Green. has returoed
home.
Mr. Frask Datmey, wit' and child left for
Prisestos. Wednealai, for month's vuot to
relatives
oases:Teta Journal: Mute Maggie Elawkius.
of Hopkissalle, i.. visiting the family of Mr.
I. A. yams,
Hist Nis Phase, cf Nashville, will arrive in
he city tee latter part of the week. a. the guest
of 11 at Julia \ doable.
Mrs Parmeli• Boyd. of Bainbridge. and Muir
Mianie Boyd. of Princeton. are "siting at Me
H Johnson's this week.
Miss Ruth 1. ooper, UDE of South t hristian'•
most fascinating young ladies, is visiting her
sister. Mrs. Bidule. of this city.
T. R. Hancock, of Clarksville. senior member
tithe arm of Hancock, Framer Ragadale, spent
several days LS the Wty this week.
Misses Sammie aid Lizzie White, who have
bees 'visiting at Mr R. B McReynobbi', have
resented to their home near Julian.
Henderson Journal: Mrs. Z. G Sebree awl
children, of Hopkineville, are waiting in the
city, the guano of Mrs. S. A ...Young.
Dr Dulls. of Beverly. left Tueoday evening
for seeress, TO3.111A, where he will speed two
weeks with frieada and relative. He was ac-
companied by Alma coleman, also of Beverly.
liendersos Joursal Mrs. John Feland, Jr.,
of Hopkinsville, sfter.pendl.g a few days in the
city, the guest of the family of Rev. I. W. Hot-
toady, left Tuesday for MorganSeld, where she
will visit the family of Judge 0. H. Hughes.
Fee Real Bargains
in dry goods and carpets Latham's le
the recognized head-quarters. His
tootle need no extravagant . represents-
Gone in firming advertisements.
Marriage Licenses.
Jas. F. Martin to Viola Brewer.
'plod. W. Fletcher to Melissa Dunning.
Hermon Cox to Mrs. Bettie F. Fouik-
Ref
1..ocesep.
Jeff Rowland to Nannie Buckner.
Jonathan Major to Mary Kdwanio.
Alex Poor to Kitty Williaind.
Court el Claims.
The oourt of °Isla)e wet in the circuit
clerk's °dice Monday, April 16th, and
iiontinued in open session four days,
during which titoe moch important
bushiest; Wad trammeled and the usual
claims allowed. lnere was a full at-
tendance during the seesloo. The es-
teblialiment of the Work-house wall
wire and jedicious step and the people
jorit grateful.
Rome gestine-oilirt ale ere mote reliable,
itoil if you will send your name and ad-
dress we will send stateutente of num-
bers of the beet citieene of Naetiville re-
garding the wonderful curea affected by
the Ethiopia!) Pile Ointment. It never
falls. 50 cents and $1 per bottle. Man-
ufactured by Mangum Root Medicine
Co., Nashville, Tenn, Von sale by all
druggists.
Cbow•l'bow.
The entertainment at the Baptist
college leriday night Isy the poing la-
dles of the Letts' !Jeerer, Society was
witnessed by a limited number of in.
'Hod guests. 'Elie program tionalsted of
vocal and Instrumental music, recita-
tions, readings, etc., and was carried
out In a manner very creditable te the
linrilelpatits." 'rite restore of the eve-
ning wes a paper by prof. 4no. I. Rust,
entitled chow-chow, consisting ite Use
Pelee indleates of oovel thoughts upon
sundry literary topics flavored with the
spice of variety and seasoned with all
Us e savory condiments that could be
gleaned from a thorough and patient
research through the field ol6letters.
Drollery, wit, humor, pathos snit senti-
ment were mixed indiscriminately in
tbis delectable dish and served to the
audieuve with a modesty that is seldom
seen In the rook who has conipoteeled
so rare a dellemey.
s
Mantissa Wine of Cardut is tor sale


















The attention of the Cosionereial Club
I. directed to the editorial, "A Sugges-
tion" in this Issue.
The Thompson biotic is being re-
painted and repenciled, which will add
greatly to its appearance.
Dr. J. K. Phillips, of Henderson, will
preach at Pembroke Baptist church
Sunday morning arid night.
Owensboro is to have a new opera
house Messrs J. J. Sweetly and W. T.
Ellis will be the proprietors.
homes and investments in the west.
Write to Secretary Board of Trade, Ger-
den City, Kansas, for circulars.
The members of the Christian church
at Crofton will soon begin the erection of
a new and handsome house of worship.
J. C. Burba, who for the put two
mouths has been eoutined to his room, is
once more on the streets, and recover-
ing.
Orin Calle*, the negro man who was
injured at the rock crusher this week,
will probably recover. His injuries are
internal.
Rev. I.. W. Welell lout tendered his
resignation as pastor of the Christian
church, to take effect July let. He has
accepted a call from Missouri.
Th. Missionary Circle meeting at
Crofton Saturday, and Sunday, will be
largely attended. A full delegatiois
will attend from Ilopitiniville.
Mr. H. W. Henry has been appointed
attorney for the rtret National Nerds.
He Is also made a director in the piece
of Mr. Nat Gaither, resigned.
Rev. Drury K. Cotton, of Missouri, is
visiting friends In the county. lie will
probably preach at the Chilean!) church
in this city before be returns.
Jas. Younglove, of this city, and &Ilse
Miranda Davenport, of the Sinking Fork
precinct, eloped to Clarksville, Thurs-
day, end were married, returning In the
evening.
The Bitinienstiel Carriage Company
has just completed one of the most
elegant little phaeton.; ever teanufac-
tune] in the city for Mr. George l'ettit,
of Princeton.
Dr. W. F. Patton Ilea commenced the
erection of an elegant two story brick
residence on the lot recently purchased
by him, at the corner of College and
Ninth streets.
Col. Ed Jones, otherwise known as
"Wildcat" took out the first seperator








has been established at
known as Abe'd Shop,
ten miles from Hopkinsville, on the 1.
A. vt T. road, and Mr S. R. White
made poet-master. •
The Iran of Friday eight did consid-
erable damage to the fruit in certain
sections ot the country. Etrly vegeta-
bles, we are informed, were also dam-
aged more or lees,.
The Crescent Milling Company will
extend their new brick building through
to the alley which forms the southen
boundry of the mill. Tlie old elevator
has been tern down.
J. E. Cliburne, who has the conttact
for sprinkling the street*. Is having an-
other 'sprinkler made, which will be
used on Ninth street exclusively. It
will be drawn by one horse.
Owensboro votes on the 280 into, on
a proposition to subscribe $75,000 to the
Falls of Rough railroad. The name
ought to defeat it but the New Eft•
hopes it will pull through.
Cards are ou: announoing the mar-
riage of Mr. Dan Hillman, of Birming-
ham, Ala., to Miss Aileen Means, of
Montgomery, Ala., Tuesday evening,
May let, at Court Street Methodist
church, Montgomery.
The business of last Saturday was
enough to silence the skeptical cranks
who are continually whining about the
fallipg off oh business. in Hopkineville.
The nierchents In all branches of trade
report a nourishing business with •
flattering outlook for the future.
The building on Main street belong-
to Mr. Langley Bell will be greatly im-
proved by remodeling and overhauling.
The building adjoining it now occupied
by W. Gray. col., asa barber shop should
also be overlieuled and refurnished.
It's new a disgrace to the street.
W. 11. Olvey, the jeweler, who has
been residing for souse time put at
Hopkinsville, rumor liath it, will return
and take up hie abode In Kniinence.-
Eminence Constitutionalist. "Nothing
in it," was Mr. tilvey's laconic reply
when the above as, shown to him.
Father Melody, of liopkineville, was
In the city Monday and Tuesday. The
Bishop has arranged for him to take
charge of the Catholic chervil in this
city Ir connection with hie duties else-
where. He wit' %dolt this place on
Wednesday in each month following
the third Sundayee-Fieniclin Favorite.
The races at West side Park, Nash-
ville, will open up April *ith and con-
tinue until May 5th. This is one of the
best track, in the Ceited States and
there will be souse of the best racers In
the country there to take part. This
park alone would pay one to visit Nash-
ville a ithout the additional attraction of
the race..
(Jeer at Princeton the other evening,
the new regalia and iiiilforms of the
Knights of Pythias lodge recently or.
pulsed there were burned. Thr things
were all stored In a large wardrobe in
the building to which the names were
confined. How the fire originated the
Banner failed to stair. The knights
have our sympathy.
Frank Sugg, who hes tieen epgaged
In over-baellng and renovating the old
ice factory here, left this week fur the
south, i3 the interest Of his company.
J. M. Bowling, of Clarksville, Is now
superintending the establishutent here
which will be ,in operation by the lat-
ter part of the week.
Attention Is called to the advertise-
ment of "China Hall," Nashville.
Messrs. D. S. Hendricks& Co. are head-
quarters In the "Rook City" for goods
In their line and the world of pretty
things, floe and cheap, just makes a
lady's eyes dance as die looks through.
Do not fall to call and look through
when visiting Nashville.
W. B. and C.]'. Mum), agents for the
Walter A. Wood machines, are doing
a thriving business this season. The
reputation of their globs ls iocli that
they eve not hard to eel. The Meesrs,
Masoll arc wOrkera and practical men,
who kaow what a termer needs. See
timir ummidass in Mown block, Main
bike Ninth and Tsai.
Mr. II. W. Tibbs has secured a fur-
lough and will leave with his family in
a few days for Virginia, on a visit. Mr.
Nelson Green will fill the place during
his absence.
It is reliably reported that there will
be a wedding at the Episcopal church
in this city on May 20th, and that the
groom conies from a banking house in
Ft. Worth, Texas.
The K. of P. Lodge of this city is
making extensive preparations for a
banquet to be given in honor of the
Grand Chancellor, Mr. II. II. Aberna-
thy, at an early slate.
WItInithr NaR Etta $1.00 a year, with
'Irked In the drawing, Ter-Were
a year with two tIgketa or WOO lorals,
months with one ticket, Tomo cash In
advailee, papers stopped when time le
out,
The inoile are out fur the marriage of
Dr. Nurplett L. Carney, of Clarksville,
to Mira Hattie Grittier, of Culls. The
wedding will come off on Wednesday
afternoon, May 21, at the home of the
bride.
An old shot-gun exploded in the hands
of a young marl named John Bishop who
lives near the city, Saturday, and one of
the wheels rebounding struck him in
the eye Inflicting a dangerous; and pain-
ful wound.
Richard Hawes and David Morris had
a shooting match in Owensboro the other
day over the rivalry for the affections of
a young lady. Morris was severely
wounded and Hawes is in jilt to await
an reitning trial.
The district teachers' association wil
convene at Kddyville on Friday, may
111th, and continue In motion two days.
Special rotes hive been secured from
the ralirodils and an unusually full at-
tendance Id expected.
Prof. H. G. O'Neal, of Louisville,
formerly a citieen of llopkiosville, opeut
several days with the family of his rel-
ative, Dr. Hopson, last week. Prof.
O'Neil has perfected several new in-
ventions from which he t xpecte to real-
ize a handsome royalty.
The improvement that a trip across the
Atlantic w1.1 create can be teen by tend-
ing over to Crustiest' at Clarksville for a
jug of that old Bourbon that was export.
ed to Bremen in '112 and brought back in
'85 thus having eejoyed a couple of
voyages across the Atlantic.
Ellis 4 Co. are receiving the maeliiii-
ery for their ice plata which they pro-
pose to have In operation by the first of
May. The building fa nearly completed
and is well fitted for the latest improved
machinery. The storage room will be
kept at an average temperature of 28
degrees by refrigorating piped and will
have a storage capacity of one hundred
Madisonville Times: The friends of
Miss Nora Stark, of Hopkinsville, and
there many of them hero, were glad to
welcome her to their horuee last Tues-
day. She esuie to attend the W. C. '1'.
U., and in her response to the the ad-
dress of welcome 'acquitted herself with
credit. She is a woman of rare intel-
lectual attainments and is au honor to
her et Y.
Jute. Goodrich and Ed Bradshaw, the
parties who Interviewed each other
with pistols near Wood's mill several
weeks ago owing to a slight difference
of opinion relative to the length of a
mules tail, were arrested Monday mor-
ning arid placed under a bond of COO
each, wilich Goodrich easily gave but
Bradshaw was placed In the county jail
in default ot his bond. Both men have
recovered from their wounds.
'The /tIetcalfe Manufecturing ço. ise
purchased the plant of *. Hanoi and
Co. sod will reinpvg the tuachtnety 1.0
their present building at an eerly date.
Mr. Hanna will take a position with the
Metcalfe Compapy as soon as he ean ad,
Just hie business matters satisfactorily.
The °dice of the company will he moved
to the second floor, in order to give more
room on the first door for the selditioual
machinery. The Metcalfe Manufactur-
ing Company is oite of the most sub-
stantial institution., of WhICII the city
can boast.
Sam Hawkins, the barber, alter long
month.; of suffering and confinement,
passed away at 2 o'clock Monday morn-
ing. He was a man uelyersally re-
spected. ttbliging and polite, he wee
held In high esteem by the best men of
both races. Ile was in the forty-fifth
year of his age and Wei been a resident
of Hopkifisville since 1665. The doors
of his shop has been open to the public
for many years and thousetolt have
passed the threshold. lie wits a repre.
rentative man among lin rave, and a
prontinent member of the (hid Fellows
fraternity.
Clarksville ( hronicie At the resi-
dence of Mr. Amber Howell, wielder of
this Clarksville National Bank, on Tues.
day morning, lion. Is. N. Kennedy,
Capt. F. P. War), Mr. H. N. Leech,
Keg., and Mr. A reher Howell witnessed
the burning of Use last Krieg' of I. A. 4.
T., It. R. bonds. 'The bonds are all
taken ilgt'now. vie I. 4. 4 r, )4. fi
has spiitit it• lest breath lit a wreath
of blue smoke, atid la numbered with
the things that were but are lira. The
road le now an integrel part of L. 4 N.
oorporation and is operated under the
otutrter of that corporation.
Clarksville has a fire engine. Recent-
ly an alarm was turned on over there
and the boys started to the fire pulling
their engine. Coming to a hill which
they could nut pull up they iiitehed the
engine to a passing wagon. Things
went along smoothly until the turnout
started down hill. Then the fun began.
The heavy engine got a good start and
went down that hill so fast that the
horse couldn't keep out of the way. At
the bottom was a side street that it was
proposed to turn into. When this watt
reached the engine was fairly flying,
pushing both horse and wagon in (rept
of It. There wet a ceppee that core
ner. The engine knocked both tho
horse and wagon over against an em-
bankment anti trampled all over them.
The Are burned out. May, neighbor,
!text time you have a fire telegraph us
and we'll send over our lire deputment
ko lt Md.
Mrs. Elisabeth Lander, wife of R. B.
Lander, of Paducah, died reoently. Mrs.
Lander Was noted for her many noble
qualities and christian virtilea. She had
' relative* in this city.
The people of Madisonville are think-
ing of buildinge railroad from that town
to the Reneicke coal mines le order to
get their coal at reduces! rates. It
would be a paying investment.
Mr. A. S. Gentry, formerly a citizen
of Hopkineville, will in a few weeks
begin the publication of a weekly paper
at Pembroke. Pembroke is a thriving
little village and we see no reason why
Mr. Gentry should not make a auceees
of the "Criterion."
J. T. liarrihati, general manager of
the L. AN. system, spent several hours
in the city Friday evening. His private
ear was switched off at the depot and
carried to Guthrie by the yaril-englne
Friday night. While hit-re-Mr. liarrilian
inspected the lock crusher and
1. st N. enterprises.
St asceteerts who are in arrears Olt
this paperwill please take notice that
they tney pay at the rate of $2.00 per
year amid get a ticket for every dollar,
provided the' will pay to date and for
another In advance. This offer is open
until the 1st of May. Let everybody
remember and act accordinj(1).
Within a stones' throw of this ornee
nye new and substantial busines,s houses
are being erected, all of which when
completed, will be occupied by solid
business men who have the interest of
the city at heart, and who believe in her
to such an extent that they are not
afraid to invest their capital here,
iii the first column on the first page of
the Nicw ERA may always be found the
very latest invert of the country and
particularly the state In a condensed
form. This column is intended to give
the news in a nut-shell and does away
with long telegrams. It has become
quite an interesting featureof the paper.
Monday evening a defective flue set
Ore to the coal efilee i,f Davidson,
Yancey and Coderwoo I and but for
the prompt action of several gentlemen
present a serious Ore would have re-
sulted. The wind was very high and
bring in very close proximity to the
livery stable of Frits Bros. ills very
fortunate that the blest, was illarOVP•1141
545 Id1011, The Sire alarm was 001 00U1111t111.
T/111 reoldeope nu* bring 'routed by
Dr. Andrew Sergeant st the C0fIllIf oh
Second and Male streets, when templet.
eti will be one of the handeomest In the
city. The contrite Id lett Ilse 1110SI ex-
perienced workmen'. The walls will be
of Henderson pleased brick, the root
will be of the finest metalic shingles,
and the trimmings will he of solid stone.
The house w Imemi tssitit picky) et Ill Its hoe
ed by gas.
It is given out that the Louisville st
Nashville road will charge but one fare
for the round trip to the Nashville races,
commencing April 2s h, and closing
May 5th This will be a good oppor-
twiny fur diode interested in sport to
attend as this will probibly be the most
successful meeting ever held in Nash-
ville. Over 500 'writes are now at the
track, and anvil& them many that are
noted.
Ingram Crockett contribute" a 'simple
but very sweet little poem to this Jaren.
The New Ix* is to be congratulated on
securing this prornisitia young Poet as
a contributor to its Muffins. Another
writer also looms up on the poetical
horlaon with this home In "A Reflec-
tion," induced by the reading of
Crockett". "Bluebelle." lie is as yet
unknown to the rymthical world but
preisilees well.
Ten eat loads of the net remnants of
the late Indiana, Alabama A Texas rail-
road, cementing of thirteen goodola cers,
one hundred anti fifty tons of old rails,
etc., were loaded here yesterday and
started to Chipman, Ala , this morning.
consigned to the limit Creek Lumber
Co. All Met remains IIQW Hie nee-
row-gusge le an engine, tour cars, and
about 100 tons of scrap iron.--ilaiks-
vine Tobacco- ea(.
"The work goes bravely on" at the
Kali well. The well luta now reached a
depth exceedieg two hundred feet.
This week a bold stream of mineral wa-
ter was struck which was prottounced
by experts to be blue lick of a very en-
perior quality, The existence of this
water is a sure indleation that natural
gas is in the vicinity, arid the worunien
say that they very rarely fall to get goo
in quantities below blue lick.
Thompson 4 McReynolds, the furni-
ture dealers and undertakers, are rep-
resented to-day in our advertising col-
leen. Mr. Geo. 'Thompson is the
pioneer in the husineee here and his
partner, Mr. R. B. McReynolds is also
one of our beat known and most cub-
scandal eitisens. Their house is one of
the largest In the country and their
stock embraced all grades of goods,
which are sold at the lowest possible
prices.
The Henderson Gleaner says the cut
worms are destroying clover, oats, etc ,
In that county, and that they are as
thick as can be on sonic fields, probably
100 of them to the Nuare (opt. The
'tame complaiet is heard from all over
this coetity. in some fields they are so
thick thy tne hogs cermet destroy
them, and one farmer told a New hes
reporter that OW the worms had cut
dawn lila clover he Weed the hogs on
them aud that they actually eta the
hogs-.-about their feet.
About every tither mats le liendersorn
huts been Wittig tor the delegateship
front this district to the ht. LOUIS con-
vention. What there Is about the place
that so attracts the Henderson people,
unless 'Us • similarity of "pizen' 
St Louis sells, is not keown. Recently
the gentlemen to whom was left the
matter of selecting one of the candidates
from among the list tee' and chose
Mr. Robert Vance. Rud Givens, of the
Gleaner, VerY gracefully atinounces
that he is now tel. the tracer and will
support Mr. Vance.
The Lathatn Light Guards have ers.
tered the lists for the prise drill oontest
at \manlike The boys are drilling
nightly and umillfestleg great interest
in their work. During the encampment
a handsome banner will be presented to
the Witt lilies by Ira ('. Witt, of Col-
umbia, Tenn., in whose honor the corn-
patsy is named. The Light Guards
have been requested to act as a guard of
honor tot this °evasion, We feel sale in
saying that our b0)s a Ill ho credit to
themselves and our city.
The annual election ol (*ors of
mouie Commandery, 4utillay night, re.
suited in the Kit/titian of the following
gelitlenitin Ito' Ike ensuing years U, H.
jiletrich, K. C. F. L. Weller, ti. ;
Thomas Rodman, a. IA. II. W. Stone,
Pr.; 5. L. *alter, Sr. W.; Bryan Hop-
per, Jr, W ; J. W. Pritchitt, Treas.;
R. K. Anderson, Rev ; Was. Skerrett,
Std. Br ; J. ('. Day, Sw. Br.; G. C.
Young, Warden; W. B. Lander, rieut'l.
The order of the Red Cross was (em-
(erred upon four members. The lodge
ii In a very proaperous condition.
PREFERRED LOCALI3.
Our line of Toilet Articles is simply
superb: Soaps from 50ets. per dozen to
75 ets. per cake-Pears's, Luben's Col-
gate's and other leading factories. Our
Perfumery is unsurpassed, as we make
a specialty of this line of goods--Lubin's
01Extracts, Colgate's, P * almer ,orenge,
Lunberg's and cieher .les are
esoeciaklv Oitad to ea an examine.
UCKNKII LEAVELL.
t
Buckner Leave!, to the Front
With the pleasing announcement that
he has Just received another large lot of
handsome Stationery, by far the largest
and most elegant ever brought to tble
market.
Preferred Locals. PREFERRED LOCALS!
Gent, who are fond of a tine Cigar,
would do well to try one of our Pap-
poose, Fanny Davenport, Patti Row
Cubes' Six or Old 'Time; they are ell We are murdering prices, so they all
fine. We are daily receiving fresh say, And extra indueements we offer
Drugs and Medicines. each dry. We buy all the bargains and
BUCKNER LEAVELL.
Our stock of Artiste Material is com-
plete. Tube Paint, Brushes, Crayon
Paper, Tracing Paper, Impression
l'aper, etc. BUCKNER LEAVELL.
We have placeo on our Bargain
Counter while they last the following
articles. If you think of buying any
vow now, come quick and come often,
and if you do not think of buying come
anyway and we will be glad to show
them to you. Note prices:
40 Styles of Fancy Toilet Solon.
3 Cakes nice l'icnic Soap in box, 5c.
4 Large 'tikes Highly Perfumes(' In
box, 10.
Moses in the Bull filiolieft,
Baby in Cradle, 5c.
Fare is Dot Tam Tog, 10e.
other That Awful Ind of Niue, 10e.
• Grandma, 10c.
500 Yards Spool Thread, Sc.
4 Papers. Neetliet, Ex..
ivory Tooth Picks, 3 blades,
Brass Match Safe'le-ne„,,
Shears, 5 inches long, kit
Steel Slicers 6 inches long, 10e.
Plush Photo Frames for wall, 5c.
Glass Pails, all colors, Sc.
Glass Scoops, all colors, 54..
Glass Hate, all colors, 0...
Hand Brushes, 5e.
Kitchen Knives, steel blades. Sc.
large size, 10c.
Cuspidores, brass, Sc,
Silver Match box, Sc.
Locks and Keys, Sc'.
Jail Locks, with 2 keys,
Silver Call Bells, 27.c.
Silver Bells. 10e.
Bane Balls, Sc.
" " Bats, Sc.
Towels 5c, Corner Stamped Towele, Sc,
Turidert Bath Towels Sc, White Bed
Spreads 50e, Baskets, all Styles and
Prices. See them. Shoe PolialeCurry-
Combos, Walters. A few more Paremole,
5, 10, 15 and 30e. We have lots of
other articles on this counter, which are




Cor. Ninth and Main.
49 Another Scoop! 49
49 This time Kid Gloves 49
49 500 pair French Kid 49
49 Gloves, opera tints, 49
49 spring shacies, black; 49
49 all sizes, 51 to 7. 49
49 Also line of undress- 49
49 Ed kids. You will find 49
49 in this lot gloves 49
49 worth $2 pair, none 49
49 less than $1.75, your 49
49 choice, 49 cents. Not 49
49 more than two pair 49
49 sold to one customer. 49
49
Well, speak quick. Where
can you find them '! Why, at
the house who are always of-
fering bargains.
Bassett & Co•.)
'.Wreckers of High Prices."
Just Received
Thozpo: & Opal,
The new furniture firm, has a large as-
sortment of Walnut beds, Chamber
Suite, Parlor Goods, and in fact every-
thing kept in a first-class furniture
store. Our stock is complete in every
lintel'. We buy mar goods by the este
load and get them at much redueed rates.
Our prices are eneetialted by say.
We 4re Eelling the Holman
Patent Adjustable
Baby °.* Carriage,
which can be adjusted in ilve minutes
Irons a carriage to a child's trundle bed,
child's cradle and child's edit. Give us
• call, and we will suit you In prices
and goods. Our stock in Metalle and
Wood Burial Cases anti Casket., from
the cheapest to the finest, furnished day
or night.
GEC. 0. THOMPSON'S ma stata,
N.. 10, Main St., Hopkinsville.
Merchant Tailoring.
If you went a first elates suit of clothes
Iota
GORMAN'S
for good tits, line trimniIngii and well
made clothes; he cannot be surpasses'
anywhere. A choice stock of foreign
and domestic suitinga and trousering to
&elect from and prices reasonable. Ile
does strictly first-clue tailoring and the




Na P 80.41Mih Street.
Hay, Corn, Oats, Bran,
Feed Cal Bod Chitin-Feed,
%Ilk 'dram Groccris,
Seed Sweet and Irish
Potatoes, Lime 75c. per
bbl.
We have our own
wagon and deliver at
all hours. We deliver
coal oil. Give us a call.
Anderson & Tate.
3E10:5113gEtteE5.
50e. in Sliver will be given to every
one who buys a us a $1.00 Gem shirt
within the next 30 days. These Shirts
are made of New York Mills Muslin,
extra good Bosom and Reinforced Back
and Front. We will Introduce this Shirt
In this manner. We also have them in
Pleated Bottom, with same Rebate. All
Size from 14 to IS.
N. B. SHYER..
Cor. Math sod Main Straw
A TRAGEDY.
are getting so rash That daily our draw-
er is crowded with cash. To all close
buyers who have cash to pay, We sim-
ply remark "come right this way." We
have bargales in sugar and coffee and
tea And all fancy groceries-come In
and Bee. We have fruits and French
candies and soda-pop, too-Just drop
in when paseing and take a look through.
We'll make you such prices as simply
atnaze And show you iiiiite clearly why
folks stand and gaze At the wonderful
bargains we have in our store-We
name but a few-we could mention
a score. Competitors are growling-
they say we can't last, But Clark's
motto is "stay long," Renshaw's "hold
fast." So now jute in clotting we pause
to remark, "Eat, drink end ne" sure to
see Reuratetw st I 'lark.
A FACT
ThatCalillotbekied
John Moayon sells a better
class of goods for the money
than any house in the city.
His stock of
17 Good:, Clothilig, 1%ot:
87=t0E6
are first-class, and you may
depend on what "Honest
John" says. If he tells you
they are good you may bet
on it.
MILLINERY.
20 per cent, guaranteed to every
eustomer on any article In our Millinery
Department, besides we give to each
purchatter of a $2.50 Hat or Bonnet, a
Beatiful Bound Novel and for each pur-
elialte of 2:X., or over, a Pamphlet form
Novel, or Sheet of Powder Music.
Remember these are inducerneueleoffered
by no others. MRS. R. I. MAR FIN,





Now is the time for
Spring cleaning and
you want to fix up your
home Call at C. A.
Thompson's and see the
largest and finest stock
of Wall Paper and Win-
dow Shades in the city.
All the new styles,





Very handsome Jersey Silks in evening shades, well worth $1.75per yard, our price this week will be $1.26.
Very handsome Faille Silks, evening shades, at 75c. per yard, wouldbe cheap at $1.50 per yd.
500 Yds. Fancy Check Summer Silks at 25c. per yd.A few Suits left of fancy Foulard Silks, 24 inches wide, at 35c. peryd., worth 76c.
Remnants of black and colored Gros Grain Silks, 2 to 12 yds. long,will be sold
25 per Cent. Less than Eastern Cost.
A few more of those $16.00 Combination Suits left. Remember 0 urprice while they last, $9.50. Everything complete.A full line of Moire Silks, all colors, from 85c. to $2.50 per yd.
Special Sale of Hamburg Edgings!
this week Hamburg worth 15,18 and 200. will be sold at 10c. per yd.
HANDSOME LINE BLACK CHANTILLY LACE FLOUNCI
Ix I3 Ma CO NT 1B Ei I
We have a very handsome line of Embroidered rack Gloves. Pricesfrom 75c. to $2.00.
Foster's 6-hook Lace Embroidered Back Kid Gloves at $1.00 a pair,every pair warranted
The First National Bank. Big Bargains in Lace Curtains and Carpets this week.l'reaeury Department, 0• Imre of Comptroller of Currency.,
W •SH I vOTolv. /al •reh )3th, DIM
  by satisfactory et' hitt ce presented
to the undersigned. it has been made to appearthat -The Filet N•tiosal Bank, of Hopkins-v We," in the down of Hopkinsalle. la the coun-ty of u liristlia, and stale of Kentucky, ha.complied with a'l the provi.lons of the statuteeof the Unite° states, required to be conitillestwith before an aworlatIon shall he authonzed
to commence the business of bunting: Nowtherefore I. Jesse Is Abrahams. Deputy andacting I oniptroller of the Currency, do hereby
certify that -The First National ltank,of Hoy-t ins; ;De, in tne toe:n of ltepkinsville, in shecounty oft hrionan, and state of heatut.as I.
authorized to rommence the Noises: of Dena.lag as provided in Section lifti•ose hundredand sixty nine of the rea,..01 statute.' of theUnited states. In sesthaany whereof Vel 1109911m• hand iind seal of (Mee Dd. l5th day of
IllIff19.11141. J. I).




 The ritmEsts, GUIDE is
Issued March and Sept.
each year. It is an ency-
eiopeciis of useful tutor-
=moon foe an who pox.
°haste the luxuries or the
necesaittes of life. We
can clothe you and furnish you with
all the necessary and unnecessary
seeilences to ride, walk. &snot,. sleep,
est, fish. Cunt. work, go to °hutch.
Or stay at home, and in various sites.
styles and quantities. Jest figure out
what is required to do all these things
COMFOOTAILT, and you can make • lair
estimate of the value of the BUYERS*
GUIDE, which will be sent upon
/sensitise of 10 cents to pay postage.
MONTGOMERY WARD a CO.
111-114 Michigan Avenue. Chicaao, La-
For Rent.
Dwelling house with
4 rooms on the West-
side of Jesup avenue,
with all necessary out-
buildings, lot 80x208.
Building all new. Will
sell at a bargain as the
owner wants to leave
the city.
METZ & TIMOTHY,
Leaders and Controllers of Low Prices.
HOPKINSVILLE, KY.
SPRING.
A. C. Shyer & Co.,
THE POPULAR MITES,
Are Showing Styles that cannot and will not be equaled in this city.
30 Styles of Spring Overcoats!
Our assortment of Spring Suits and Pants are the pick of the very best
makes, and on the greater portion of them we control the
sale for the city.
Beautiful Soft Roll Sack Suits,
Elegant 3 and 4 Button Cuttaway Frocks,
Light and Dark Colored Pants,
Stylish stripes and checks, stylish in cut. They are beauties. All theseWe will rent or sell a goods are perfect fitting, "par excellence of the tailor's art. Nobrick dwelling on Elm such line of garments were ever shown in this citr.street, large lot. 1We will be pleased to show these good whether you are ready to buy or
35 acres of splendid not.
farming land just out
of the city for rent.
On the Cox's Mill road,
near city limits, dwell-
ing with 7 acres of land.
Cottage, 3 rooms on
Princeton street, price,
8.7)0 per month.
1 Store-room on 9th
street in the Hord
block.
Cottage on south ;
Campbell et. Price, $15 '
pet' month.
For Sale.
A frame cottage en
Elm St., with 4 rooras.
Large lot,. Rented for
this year at $10 per
month.
At A Bargain!
We are authorieed to sell the dwelling
with store room attached, situated on
Ninth street, near the depot, and the
dwelling on che lot adjoining. We will
sell at a bargain. The purchaeer to re-
move both buildings at once.
Fire and 'fornado Insurance written in
first-class Companies, and prompt at-
tention in case of loss.
Negotiating Loons a specie/0, with
us.
We resit houses and collect rents, and
pay taxes for non-residents. ('owe to
see us if you want anything in our line.
Calls& Co.
Main street. Boat-odice bulb:Beg..
A. C. Shyer & Co.,
Successor to 3no. T. Wright.
Glass Corner. Glass Corner.
Boy's Suits in all the popular fabrics, in Sacks and 3 and 4 Button Frocks.
Millinery, Millinery, Millinery.
I have just opened up a Millinery Parlor next
door to my Dry Goods House, under the manage-
ment of Mrs. Carrie Hart and Mrs. Lizzie Dick,
























Ell it the Ring.
C. W. DUCKER,
Ifinficiva,
Cor. 8th and Virginia Sts.
Same Old stand.
Repair'ilgaSnecialty.
Farmers Bring in Your Work and
Zave it Beady for
Spring 17Se.
Ho Proffts to he Divided.
Prices Lower Than Ever.
I have secured the services of H. F
McCerny, of the late firm of IleCamp.




311th Year Spring Term Bo
Tuesdays January, 24, 888.
A FULL CORPS OF PROFESSORS
AND TEACHERS IN ALL
IMPARTMENTS.
1 LA mottoes s-Reglish, Latin, Greek.
Freemb, sad Gorman
II. &clams-Mental, Moral, an.1 Physical.
S. Iseleiesateo-•pplied Matheno.tics.
Cautaus-Commercial Law. Commer-
cial Arithmetic, and Book keetoug.
• NO1111•L Cornea- ;Designed, especially.
ler the Distraction ot those w ho expect to teach'
-Theory and rractiee of Tesebing, Normal
Methods, Mewled Schools, School Government.
Sehool Amusements, Teacher's Institute*, etc
6. PR AAAAAA ORT •511 Pentair TR i
Resales. Spelling, Writing. Geography, Antis-
mog.* ewe.
T. MUSIC and ART.
a. Two IATIMARY SOCIETIES- Esaay Read-
iest. Deciamatioa, Recitation and Debating.
9. Dully Readies aad WriOng exercises for
pupils All Departmenta
le WORK the Collate challenge. con]parisor
with any I.Gther first-class college or school
Monthly Reports erne to parmesan.] guardians
Both sexes minoteed to the Study Hall and
Recitatios Rooms. Young ladies board will
the President ia college budding. Young ges•
thine& i• private families. l'upds eateries
=Mel oa the lot of Jaauary. ItSei, and remain •
lap until the close of the sieseim is Jur* will
receive one month's tuition free. Teams MOD-
"awes. ror further particulars. catalogum
Ma address JAMES S. isCOBE 1 ,
ereeldent.
Prof. AI. L. LIPSCOMB. V. P..
A. DABNEY Comed't Cadets.
Tott's Pills
FOR TORPID LIVER




tism, Sallow Skin and Piles.
Thiene In ao boreor remesed7 for thee*
aosomages diseases Oboe Tett 'a Liver












Court Striate 0LT- Floaters "Ilk,
Hopkinsville, - Kentucky.
AGENTS double their none)utirfistatos4 correeate
=CMG WM' M.
Can be sold in e-.ery Give.
Inure 1401 bean ] iireeMdeestv anis
mama tains divw etresseamr elms
'wet. mad Ise essovireesi.
a larv.• oi
urievie.,. 1 Art.. les. t..,







Ose tine two- horse sprang wagon,
manaliwitured and guaranteed first-
cleat by C. W. Darter, Hopkinaville., value $100 90
ithis "While" Sewing Machine, lineal
:ee tear drawera, all ettaehments,el: sad warranted by C. E. West. Hop-
kineville, Ky., value ...... .
Asaldegiont est of furniture, bedstead,
hand. sad wadi-stand. sable 
handsome stem- winding gold watch,for lady, value
A ''Gale Spring-Tooth Sulky Harrowand Cultivator." the best combined let-
:dement in use, value 66 00
A One breschAleader shol-pie. vase  SI SI
A ltut-claes. saindard after watch,
stein- wliad, for gsonevise, sold had war-ranted by I.. Gallehat, Clarksville,Tenn., value
.4. geed family cooking stove. with fullset of weenele. mei or wood, •alair 20 00
One Leven Washing maehine, withbeaeh arid wringer, veins . . 60
Ose nismenri sways Boding Mitelaine,value. ....... . . . MI OS





Total  $1,000 00
Every subscriber Solite Waxitir If aw Etafor most yesr, as $1.00, gets one ticket. Sub-scribers to the Yai-Waszsr, at RAM a year,pet two tickets, or for six mortise. $1.00, metieket 14 Papaya !I-topped WA** thslaceriptiontepee... C all on or address%
Ago Ass Co.
Hopkins" um. Hy .
POWDER
Absolutely Pure.
This powder never varies. A marvelof
strength an.I wholesomeness More econom-
cal than the ordanary ktnds, and cannot tse solo
a competition with the multitude of ow test,
%bort weight alum or phosphate powders. .5104d
lay iot await. ILOT•L BaKINO POWDER CO , 106
*all Street. N. Y.
This rern..dy is uoivcreally ackiebwl
fed to be t...e. tx, t. and nowt positive
Viator of the Liver a. d Dowels know,
ita man. Dyspepsia, Constipation. Hat
loneness, Torpidity, If eablache,Dixaine
Files. Bad Taete, Eructations, Fur
Tongue, offonsive Perspiration and Sal
w t'omplexton tot dis:Ippeur os It b
aerie o 'ion Man-a-lin Is thi.d. It purifies
• blood, correct* ull deranged fUnctioeel
ringing back, Wale body, rosy cheeks
d keen perc..ption, and endows th
Gent with new life and viper. leis pl
t to neke. •nt those who have trIcd I
re supreme:y happy. 
SIDNEY, Onto, Oct. 12, Ise&
Dr.S. B. Flartman & co.--oentiemen:
'God bless you for Man-a-lin; It has doti
e more good for Dysperda than all th
lis I have ever titken. -It has regulate,
y laver, built up my system, and my
wels work as :evader as clock -work."
J. W. CLA I"SON.
In the yeardike) I was so bad that I could
areely walk. I used lisn-a-lin, and arr •
tow as healthy ea I ha•.e ever been.
JOSE.P/I TII0MAS, East Brady Pa.
Sold by a'.. drugFists sad dealers. $1.
iee bottle, 6 tar $4.411). :teed for Dr. Hart
ban's book, 'The 111s of Life;" sent tree
R. 8. IL HARrm AN &CO..ColuMbne.
Pe-ru-nts. Man -a-tin and IA-en-pa -t are sold
at Wholobale and Retail by
H. B. GARNER, Hopkineville, Ky
PRINCESS TE
Hass net itar• to be BOILED ONE HOUR.
Draw it fifteen minutes and you hare a cup
of delicious fragrance. For Sale By
Chas. fAcKee & Co.
ThroughtfruuTnk Line
I' <„,.. ...,.. ..se JP es . V V ,„,
4, cr *v ...),% \ .."..)
-e• -N.e <;.,*• e.''` "16.
S.% N.. N..
'0. * 4-•e. 0 0 .1 •
0.0 A s
# ' "' 1v). 
cltfl a





Loa* Evansville and Hendersca
to Lb*
& SOUTH
THROUGH COACHN8 from abo,P cities to
Nashville and ...'hattaaoogi4 making direct cow
sections with
PT1 VI Tv-I asn. 7-'5.1mcse Cars
r..s, AtIsetri, ft ak, Illb01111, Jackman*
and yoiete in riorida 
C....nes-lions •ril toads at Guttirts •nd faun
TWO far all points
NORTH, EAST, SOUTH & WEST
la Panora Palace Can.
EillIGRANTS Seeking henie• on thetine of Gibs road will
rem ve special isiw rates. .
See AVMS Or this Company for raris, remain.
1111, IN write. C. P. ATMORE, 6. P. & T. A.
is) Louisville, es.
We heat lb', world tor low
prices. A handsets* and
1qt...fluty Noted Pb)tm
er.pb ski a Ir.,
umber. slit i4e. and -.bre, 1...idlogn peeve of Cab
Imo and ractu-sa ..o.t for 40 cents, retail priee
i1.2.5 A alert risme. PkoNogriapal Allboaa. • -
Co., r4.14.1,1 it4.14 earee...eicee,o,
clasp, holding 12 p12., of i'abinet and Card picot',











Advance 1,st year, anc
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chant, can pnrchase lots of r, or 50 machines al
the lowest wholesale price. giving their note at
90 days, withoet Interest in settlement of in-
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tenni. ts te for parte:okra





The rail Taro win open on MONDAY, AU-
GUST 29,;61. An experienced faculty, thor-
aughonstruction and terms as heretofore. lot











KEI-ottiee corner 6th are: Main
DR. W. K. NISBET
offers his professional iseraires to the people of
Hopkinesille atO •icinity.
-Or r:cs--





Will practice As heretofore in the Courts of
the Caomouwealth, except the Counmon Pleas
Court for (Janata* maw
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CALT HOUSE
LOUISVILLE. KY.
The Finest and Largest Hotel in the ( ity.
Kates 11111.S0 to *4.00 Per Day.
According to Rooms









Ceorros KY., April 19 -A gentleman
living in McFarland Kays he attended
three logoolliege aucceesive day s and
only heard one oath sworn during the
time. I presume that was brought about
by an old fashined saw brier affection-
ately entwining itself around the ankle
of one of the rollers whilst he Was assid-
uously bracing hitneelf against the log
to keep the other wan from pulling him
down.
E. P. %Vogt], from your city, was here
to-day in the interest of his broom fac-
tory.
Mies White, and Mrs. .1. W. Boyd,
Kell) sere visiting Mrs. Tom ilemmonsie, I
to-slay.
Mrs..1. E. Day, Clarkeville, is visi-
ting relatives here Otte Week.
Messrs. J110. W. Long and l'eter
Pool are to be found behind the counter
of J. J. Nixon, now.
Rev. Mr. Gant, of the CKistian
church, IA conducting a meeting here
this week.
Gran Heflin, living in McFarlend, shot
and killed en enormous wild cat a tew
days ago. Whenever Gran says it was
a big one, and 1 back him sip in it, the
man that disputes it had better have a
clear opening to run.
F. A. Woodeon has gold the house
now occupied by G. R. Hancock, here,
C. A. B.to J. J. Nixon.
CROFTON, KY., April 22, lees.-
Miss tube! Metheny, daughter of
Mrs. Elizabeth Metheny, died near here
last Thursday.
Rev. 1). M. and Frank Cotton went
to Madisionville, Friday, to visit their
brother, Minus Cotton.
The funeral of Mrs. Lucy Long, wife
of Riley Long, was preached here this
afternoon by Rev. Mr. Gant, to a large
audience.
The new Christian church at this point
will be built on a lot near Rev. J. M.
West. The Masons and G. A. R. will
probably build a hall over the church.
The Crofton Amateur Dramatic Club
gave a play at Bow tinge Hall last night.
This club laliS Some tine dramatic talent
and we hope will favor us with future
entertainments.
Col. J. W. McPherson, Maj. .1. P.
Campbell and Col. A. V. Townes, your
city, were here yesterday.
The meeting of the Baptist circle will
begin by a sermon next Friday night
by Rev. J. U. Sperlin. I learn services,
Sunday, w ill probably be held at Acade
my Hall, the use of which has been
generously tendered by the trustees.
Charley Driver has sold his half inter-
est in the farm in Hamby precinct to his
brother, William Driver.
Jno. H. Myers and Mose West at-
tended Rev. Mr. Gibba church, in your
city, to-day.
Mrs. J. A. B. Johnson, your city,
came down to-Jay to see her daughter,
Miss Mettle Johnson.
A sitting gooee on the farm of M. V.
Dunn, was killed, and her mate took
possession of the nest and is going to
hatch those eggs if it takes all 'simmer.
Van never tells anything until he has
the papers, consequently he will not say
the grader laid the eggs until the in-
vestigation is so thorough u will leave
no room to doubt. C. A. B.
Blood Itemedv point.
teed. It la a positive care for Ulcers, Et et
tionsor Syphilitic Poisoning. It purifiestli
whole system, and banishes all Shear:lath
and Neuralgic pains. We guarantee it.
H. B. G•eNKR, Hopkineville, Ky
Casky lish-bar Joints.
special Correepondenee.
CAISKY, Kv., April 23.-Mias Emma
Wheeler was the guest of Miss Mary
Wet-Held, Tuesday.
Mr. and Mrs. J. G. Kendall returned
from Waco, Texas, Thursday.
Hart C. Bronaugh is now with Phil.
Lieber, of Clarksville, Tenn.
Dr. Bartlett and daughter, Miss Car-
rie, of Kirkmansville, are visiting Dr.
Anderson's family.
Joe L. Brasher is salesman for Horn
& Co., of Nashville.
Messra. Cowan and Herndon were
among the transients at Casky, Thurs-
day.
Capt. Hinman, muter of bridges for
the I.. & N., was here Thursday in the
interest of the new depot.
Mrs. Winston Henry returned from
Nashville, Thursday, where she has
been visiting Mrs. Catlett.
Dr. Andereon had the road hands
working the road Friday and Saturday.
He proposes to make a good road
through his territory.
Resale! is epidemic in this loeality
just now. The latest addition to tlie
sick are the children of Rev. J. 0. Ken-
dall.
Misses Edith and Bettie Boulware, of
Hopkineville. are being entertained by
Miss Katie Peyton, at "Woodside," this
week.
The alarm of fire Thursday was caused
by the roof of John Martin's kitchen
catching from a spark. John promptly
sent one of the kids on the roof with a
pall of water, but Commodore Watson
quickly extinguished both the kid and
the fire by throwing a bucket of water
over the whole business. No damage.
Col. G. R. Rickman and Miss Emma
Cason, Matt Winfree and Miss Emma
Kircher, from Casks, and Alex Win-
free and Miss Lillie Duvall, of South
Christian joiued a party from Fairview
Saturday and spent the day at Pilot
Rock. The weather was all that could
have been desired, and both ladies and
gentlemen speak of the ocsaeion as hav-
ing been • most whoyable_oue.
OLD ENNEAsKY.
T. I. N. C. Is not a cure-all, but
quarter of a century of conatant use has
demonstrated beyond question that Tan-
ner's Infallible Neuralgia Cure is the
only known infallible cure for all kinds
of neuralgia and for nervous headache.
50 c...nts per box. Manufactured by
Rangum Root Medicine Co., Naeliville,
Tenn. Sold by all druggists.
Kelley Personals.
Special Correspondence
lieLLY, Ky., April 24.-Mr. Lucian
Rogers wae the guest of Roy Solomon,
Saturday night.
Messrs. John and Dave Rogers, of the
Consolation neighborhood, were visiting
friends near here Sunday.
Judge J. C. Brasher and daughter,
Miss !tattle, who is a student of the
Campbellite college, visited Mr.
Solomon's; family, Sunday.
Mies Mollie Armstrong visited her
sister, Mrs. Lenore Lewis, last week.
Mr. David Brasher visited his father's
family at Hopkinsville last week.
Miss Ella McCord, who lase been visit-
ing friends and relatives in Ilopkinsville,
has returned home.
Quite a number of young ladies and
gentlemen met at Mr. James Pyle'a, last
Saturday night. The young ladles
present were Misses Annie and Effie
Boyd, Jennie Boyd, Alice Payne, Cone
White, Dods and Ida Candler, Emma
Burpoe and Mrs. Minnie Pyle.
Emm•.
Renews Her Youth.
Mrs. Phtebe Cheeley, Peterson, Clay
Co., Iowa, tells the following remarka-
ble story, the truth of which is vouched
for by the residents of the town : "I
am 73 years old, have been troubled with
kidney complaint and lameness for
many years; could not these myself
without help. Now I am free from all
pain and &oneness, and am able to do all
my own honsework. I owe my thanks
to Electric Bitters for having renewed
my youth, and removed completely all
disease and pain." Try a bottle, 50c
and $1, at Harry B Garner's City Phar-
macy.
WHERE THEY ARE.
Assignm• uts Sir the Next Sixty Da) s
?run May 1, MSS.
STOREIK
J C Elwarile to Deviess county Dis-
tilling Co.
J. 0 Madden to stone, slight.
w F Hewes to J M Field.
8 M Lay to Spring Water Distilling
Co.
J A Prichard to same, additional.
James Fisher to John G Roach & Co.
W H Evans to Eagle Distilling Co.
E R Peninioszton to Daviems County
Club No 9. -
J T Stubblefield to same, additional.
II R II oleo.* to It seS Sdring Dis-
tilling Co No 10.
J P Gray to lino Ilaniniug
Cu.
J T Greer to M P Mattingly
J F Richardson to Cliff Falls Distill-
ing Co.
J Brandiam to Sour Mash Distill-
ing Co.
'I' I. Moss to same, night.
.1 11 Eagle to Reek Spring
Co No 18.
J H Crussoisto same, additional.
A F Wiusteid to same, night.
J A Hoffman to Hill & Winstead.
D II Wylie Glenmore Disitilling Co.
J S Sale to R Monarch & Co No 29.
A D Brown to Withers, Dade & Co.
J T Salvage to E C Berry Distilling CO.
STOW= WEAR AND GAUGERS.
R B Burton' to Riley Distilling Co.
C M Henry to C L Applegate & Co.
Max Lipstine to E W Worsham St Co.
J 1' Hennes,' to Baker et Kinibly.
II B Long to W I'ottinger & Co.
John Wartield to same, night.
Cyrus Scott to P M IdcRey noels.
J. F Ray to John Burks.
J L Owen to Milner Bross
J S Cook to S E Huffiest].
J II Caldivell to Clark & Harper.
R Wolford to F W Wade.
R D Reynelds to F E Robertson.
11 C Whitescarver to Mitchell & Scaggs
W A Yarbrough to Harper & Dulaney.
J J Blanford to E 11 Davis.
A Y Cravens to Scott & Young.
J F Woods to Willis & Hayes.
B D Owens to A C Pfle.
J M Higgins to Orin & Henderson.
W R Davis to John-Pitcock.
J S Goodwin to Dowell & Pendleton.
C J Barlow to David Stinson.
S B Ryan to J L Reavis.
W W Weathers to J- V Harrison tic Co.
J W Ilaynea to D C Butler.
W F Kennedy to Peden, Lane at
Williams.
S H Wailer to John B King.
Chas Wortham Jr to Clemons & Co.
U•CORRS.
J D Allison to R Monarch & Co No 29,
E C Berry Distilling Co, Devises County
Distilling ezn.
R H Neely to M P Mattingly and
Daviess County Club No 9.
J D Brashear to J W M Field, Glen-
more Distilling Co and R Monarch &
Co No 21.
W W David to Rock Spring Distilling
Co No 18 and Joo Henning Distilling
Co.
A S Anderson to Spring Water Die-
tilling Co.
J M Cargile to John Roach & Co.
J L McFarland to Eagle Distilling Co
and Cliff Falls Diatilling Co.
F E Walker to Hill and Winstead and
Withers, Dade & Co.
W R Jones to Sour Mash Distilling
Co and Rock Spring Distilling Co No 10.
J J Thomas to Bernheim Bros & Uri
and Thompson, Wilson & Co.
The Dagger Before Us.
We have already alluded to the im-
portance of housekeepers paying more
attention to the kind of baking powder
used in leavening their bread. This IS
a matter to which we cannot draw at-
tention too often, because it is something
which involves the moet serious conse-
quences to the general body of mankind.
Temperance apostles tell us-and there
is ample foundation for the statement-
that there is diseaste, both moral and
physical, in the intoxicating cup; and
in the game way there is disease, slow
perhaps, but certain, in the lime and
alum leavening agents employed in
many of the homes on this confluent.
No punishment is too severe for those
manufacturers who place these poison-
ous alum and lime baking powders be-
fore the publics with the assurance that
they are pure and wholesome articles.
In the belief of the truth of such state-
ments such baking powders are largely
used in the preparation of food, and in
this way the poisonous ingredients are
taken into the system without a sus-
picion of their presence. By and by
come spells of headache, distrente in the
stomach, lolls of appetite, a fluttering
of the heart; the child is reizid with an
apparently causeless cough. The coat-
ing of the stomach is destroyed, perhaps;
one of the vital organs is rendered almost
useless; the kidneys are attacked with
Bright's disease. The health of the
child 16 irreparably broken down; the
adult becomes a chronic invalid. These
are the doings of the modern cheap
baking powders that are composed of
ihne and al Uni, or that contain sulphu-
ric or phosphatic acids.
In view of thew facts surely all house-
wives should exercise the care that is,
we know, now exercised by some in the
selection of a proper brand of baking
powder. She who does not do so,
whether the neglect is the result of ig-
norance or reckless:leo, cannot free her-
self from the responsibility for the
health, perhaps life, thereby endangered.
No housewife need be ignorant of the
quality and compoeition of the article
which elm uses to leaven tier bread, bis-
cuit and cake. The official reports of
the government chemiste, who are cer-
tainly unprejudiced, have been published
and show very clearly the quality and
strength of all the baking powders in the
market. The Royal Baking Powder,
which is accessible at every hand, is re-
ported absolutely free from lime, alum,
phosphatic acid, or any injurious in-
gredient. It is further stated by the
IllOdt eminent authorities on food hygiene
that food leavened with it le more whole-
some than when raised by ars, other
Method. Its use is therefore to be com-
mended. It is to be regretted that no
other baking powder, when there are KO
many in the market, sonie of which wi'l
find their way into use, is free from all
ot these subs/minces. The official analy sts
assure us, however, that all except the
Royal contain either lime or alum. The
housekeeper who regard' the health of
her loved ones should not only order the
Royal, but make persoual examination
to be sure that no other brand is sent
her in its place.
It is thought that Bismarck's anitinoei-
ty to the three royal Victories is due to
the difficulty he has in pronouncing,
their front name. Ile Inas to call them
"Wactor-r-riach," and then thew always
laugh.
_ _
When you feel depressed don't dose
yourself with mean bitters. Hodges'
Sarsaparilla renovates and invigorates
She system, and cures all diseases arising
from an impure state of the blood. $1 per
bottle, six bottles for $5. Manufactured
by Rangum Root Medicine Co., Nash-
ville, Tenn. Sold by all druggists.
ase 
The Hon. Benjamin F. Butler is in no
unseemly haste to announce himself as
a candidate for presidential honors. Ile
blooms late In the season. Somewhere
along about the debilitating end of Au-
gust Benjamin will be heard from, If
his friends and fellow-countrymen make
it clear to him that he is necessary to the
salvation of matters and things.
AO-
.a. that are fretftil, peevish,
€' !foss, or troubled with
Windy Colic, Teething pains, or
Stomach Disorders, can be reltere4
at once by using Acker's Baby Soother.
It contains no Opium or Morphia,
hence is safe. Price 25 cents. Sold by
IL . B. Garner, Hopkinsville, Ky.
sess:Sitl•S":;•-,,
What is this Disease that is Coming
Upon Us ?
Like a thief at night it steals
in upon us unawares. The pa-
tients have pains about the
(best and sides, nod sometimes
m the hack. They feel dull
ind sleepy; the month has a
'lad taste especially iu the
morning. 'A sort ot ,stieky slime
collects about the teeth. The
Appetite is poor. There is a
feeling like a heavy load on the
stomach; sometimes a faint, all
gone sensation at the pit of the
stomach which food does Hot
satisfy. The eyes are sunken,
the hands and feet become cold
and clammy. After a while a
cough sets in, at first dry, but
after a few months it is attend-
ed with a greenish-eolored ex-
pectoration. The patient feels
tired all the while, and sleep
does not seem to afford any
rest. After a time he becomes
nervous, irritable and gloomy,
Ind has evil forebodings. There
is a giddiness, a sort of whirl-
:no' sensation in the head when.
-esing up suddenly. The bow-
ls become costive; the skin is
lry and hot at timeir; the blood
secomes t ick and stagnant ;
lie whites of the eyes become
tinged with yellow; the urine
is scanty and high colored, de-
positing a sediment after stand-
ino.. There is frequently a
:pitting up of the food, sOme-
times with a sour taste and
sometimes with a sweetish
taste; this la frequently at-
tended with palpitation of the
heart; the vision becomes ins-
:mired, with spots before the
yes; there is a feeling of great
oroatration and weakness. All
of these symptoms are in turn
present. It is thought that
nearly one-third of our popu-
lation has this disease in some
of its variesj forms.
It has been found that phy-
s;cians have mistaken the cause
of this disease. Some have
treated it for a liver complaint,
others for kidney diseame, etc„
etc., but none of these kinds of
treatment have been attended
with success; for it is really
constipation and dyspepsia. It
is also found that Shaker Ex-
tract of Roots, or Mother Sei-
gel's Curative Syrup, when
properly prepared will remove
this diaease in all its stages.
Care must be taken, however,
to secure the genuine article.
IT WILL SELL BETTER THAN
COTTON.
Mr. John C. Hemptinstall,
of Chulatirmee, Cleburn Co.,
Ala., writes: "My wife has
been so much benefited by
Shaker Extract of Roots or
.Seigel's Syrup that she says
she woUld slither lse without
part of her food than without
the medicine. It has done her
more good than the dooms and
another tuelicines put toget her.
I would ride twenty miles to
get it into the hands of any suf-
ferer if he can get it in DO other
way. I believe It will soon sell in
this State better than cotton.
TESTIMONY FROM TEXAS.
Mrs. S.E. Barton, of Varner,
Ripley Co., Mo., writes that
she had been long afflicted with
dyspepsia and disease of the
urinary organs and Nvas cnred
by Shaker Extract of Roots.
Rev. J. J. McGuire, merchant,
of the same place, who sold
Mrs. Barton the ineslicine, says
he has sold it for four years
and never knew it to fail.
SHE WAS ALMOST DEAD
I Was so low with dyspep.
sia that there was not a phy-
sician to be found who could
do anything with me. I had
fluttering of the heart and
swimming of the head. One
day I read your pamphlet called
"life Among the Shakers,"
which deseribed my disease
better than I could myself. I
tried the Shaker Extract of
Roots and kept on with it until
to-day I rejoice in good health.
Mrs. M. E. Tinsley, Bevier,
Muhlenlairg Co., KN.:.
For Nile by all I)ruggists, OI
address the proprietor, A. J.
White, Limited,: b4 Warren
St., New York. •
"Why," inquired Consul-General
Lewis of tine sultan of Morocco, "why is
the good ship Enterprise like your se-
rene and highly bigamous self ?" "Be-
cause it possesses big guns," replied the
sultan, Knitting benignly on the blush-
ing heehaws and boastful bigwigs of ills
court. "No," declared she undaunted
American, "It is like you becatiee It has
been made moor at Tangier." Thee the
frowning sultan turned to hie execution-
er and whispered that he needed the
heads of a few Americans to decorate,




awould enjoy your dinner
n are prevented by s-
pepsits use Acker's Dyspepsia TaLlets.
They are a positive cure for Dyspepsia, In-
digestion, Flatulency and Constipation.
We guarantee them. 25 and 50 cents.
H. B. GARNER, Hopkiesville, Ky.
The new dynamite cruiser which is te
be launched at Philadelphia in a few
days is said to rank first of all the en-
gines of destruction ever invented. The
green apple and the car stove of course
are barred.
- -wastes • Claw-
Backlea's Arnica Salve.
The best salve in the world for Cuts,
Bruises, Sores, Ulcers, Salt Rheum,
Fever Sores, Tetter, Chapped Hands,
Chilblains, Corna, and all Skin Erup-
tions, and positively cures Piles, or no
pay required. It is guaranteed to give
pertect satisfaction, or money refunded
Price 25 mita per box. For sale by
H. B. Garner.
We note with apprehension that the
St. Louis Republicap Is on the eve of
ejecting Samuel J. Randall from the
Democratic party. This is not at all
hospitable. What emouragement has
Mr. Randall now to go to St Louie next
June for the purpose of giving up $15
per diem for the boon of being gnawed
at by night-blooming quail?
Pe-ruoia has undoubtedly cured more
cases of consumption then all the other
remedies put together.
See in ''Ille of Life" how Man-a-lin
cured F. Brown, of 409 Greeter St.,
New Orleahs, of intolerable Phew
1Vtille there le life there is hope, If the
patient's friends will but insist on try-
ing La-cu-pl-a. •
Piles and Fistula troubled Charles







A short time since, an Informal meet-
ing of the friends of forestry was held
at the Poly techhic Society of Louisville,
for the purposse of trit'lig steps toward
the orgrnization of a Kentucky State
Forestry Association. It was decided
that a meeting for the formal organiza-
tion should be held on Friday evening,
May eth, at 7:30 p. tn. in the hall of the I
Polytechnic Society. At this meeting !
an address wilt be delivered upon the
subject of forestry, by the Hose es E,
Fernote, chief ei forestry divisiou, de-
partment of agriculture, wad a number
of gentlemen of this state w ill make re-
marks upon the sutject. Tine subject of
forestry lemur e [deli le ettracting more
and more battiest in this cement, truin
the fact, that though the timber supplies
seem at prearot inexlimetible, yet at the
preseint rate of destruction, the supply
will in a very few sears become com-
pletely xlieusted. our state, as the
mountain regions of our easstern counties
is being to rapidly opened up,
the foresta are beteg as rapidly destroyed
and if protective measures be not soon
taken, these magnificent thnber regions
will be wholly denuded of its trees. Fur-
ther, our railroads are constantly de-
manding a large supply of timber for
ties, which can be rapidly grown in moat
sections of our state, at a mininiutu of
expenee, and at no inconsiderable profit,
land being used for this purpose which
are not available for other crops. Thew
and other reasoins, w ilia will be brought
OUt in the future, have rendered Llie or-
ganization of a forestry association in
our state a great desideratum. Mr.
lernow is well kpown as one of the best
informed men in the country on the
subject of forestry, and his address will
be full of interest and profit to the peo-
ple of the state. It Is hoped that there
will be a large attendance at his address,.
Any queries or communications on the
subject may be addressed to the com-
mittee through Judge A. M. Brown,
Elizabethtown, or Dr. Jas. Lewis Howe,




LARKIN I'. O., April 23 -Tobacco
plants are looking well. As nearly all
the beds are canvased thin; seaaon, a
ninth earlier petting is anticipated.
Capt. B. 1'. Ainistrong and wife
viaited the family of Mr. Jas. Grinssatn,
011 lest Saturday.
Amid One crash of worlds and wreck
of matter comes the glad news that the
acreage of the peanut crop will be much
larger than last sear. If the fruit crop
weathers through and persimmons are
plentiful the country may he saved.
Uncle William Ferrell, a very old
and respected citizen of this vicinity, is
very low with heart disease and dropsy.
This neighborhood is noted for tine
horses and mules, but the climax of per-
fection has now been reached. Jesse
Clark has the finest mule colt beteeen
the Madisonville and Princeton roads.
The farmers in his neighborhood are
preparing to defend their crops against
the ravages of his wuleship by building
their fences cloee to the ground.
Mr. Walter Owen has opened a whole-
sale grocery pear Isere. The boys gay
lie sells "blue John" way down, and it
goes straight to the spot and never misses
lire.
The nbacco bugs are making great
ravage On the beds which were left un-
canvased. It is thought that they will
totally destroy the plants lett so un-
protected.
The circle meeting to be held by the
Baptiste, at Crofton, on next Saturday
and Sunday, will have in attendance a
large delegation from this place.
Juts A.
Positively the best remedy ever dis-
covered for all diseases of man and beast
that can be reached by an external med-
ical application, is Rangurn Root Lini-
ment. One trial will convince. Manu-
factured only by Rangton Root Medi-
cine Co., Nashville, Tenn. 50 cents per
bottle. For sale by all druggists.
Mrs. Victoria Guelph's title now iv :
Defender of the Faith; Queen of Eng-
nd, Ireland, an I Sostland; Empress of
India, and Mother-in-law of Germany.
When Baby waa Eck, we gays her Crater*
Wless sit• was a Chad. she coed for Castor*
Wham she became Mums she calm& to Caritoria,
Bliss she kad Chacirsa. she gays them Caster*
Salo of lisal Estate
-For the Payment of-
City Taxes!
For the Year 1s87.
1 e ill on Monday tbe Ith day May P.m be-
tween the home of 10 o'cloca a tn. aad lot-lock
p. at the court house door in Hupkiaaville.
Keeper'', Heil to the highest bidder. at public
auction, for cash in hand, a sufficiency of the
following real estate situated in tie. city of
Hopkins% ille. Keuturky, to pay and satisfy the
fo lowing taxes nor the year PIK, and penalty
an.I C01114, as hulloes:
One lot 1.1limuNt on West h street. bounO -
ed on the south by west 7th street, on the
west by the lot of Mrs. sena,' Witheis,
on the eaat by the lots of Mr. kl. P.
Ramble and Mrs 1.ula O'Neal, us the
north by the Z. Glass laud ant asseasel
an the name of K. I.. Metalware for *ire.
Taxes, penalty and cost $37 30
41 e lot situated on east Tenth street,
bounded on the north by east Tenth
street. sant hy Coleman street. east bv
Walnut atreet, asses.ed in the name of
lorries •tlett for N atlett. Taves,
penalty and coat
se lot situated on H•vs Street. bounded
on the north be Hib s street. ..n the
east by has. Vaiighn,co1., on the west
1....yatAbe llurke col., mouth lay House
street, and areaeLsed in the same of Jaa
Huggins. for wife. Taxes, penult) and
25 04
One lot on went Seventh street. bounded
on the south by west Seventh street o.n. tw.
Street, 44D Ole north by west second
street and &messed in the n•nie ..f J.
the rest by •n •Iley. on the east by El in
Jessup. Taxes, rose apt pennit
One lot on Fourteenth street. bounded on
the north I,t Fourteenth street, on the
audit lay Fifteenth .treet, ,n) the east lo
the lot of Harriett Rogers, on the
wrst by the Murbridge lot, and assessed
in the amine of A. St Laub for a fe.
Taxes, rust and penalty le IL
one lot oa First street, bounded on the
north by First atreet. and west by Keil-
road street, and asseesed in the nallte Or
pe.17inesity Mont( ..... ery. Taxes, as.,
One lot on north Laberty street. bounded 10 07
on the sa Cad by north Liberty street, on
the south by Fifth street, on the east by
the Peter Poste!' lot rod aseemed in the
same of A. le ,s,re for James Moore's
bei.•. Taxes, penalty 11112.1 con . 1 6
One lot lx.unded on the north by east •ey
enth streeCon the u est by the lot of Geo.
O. Thompson, on the east by a otreet and
south by the Sharp lanai and asseteell in
the name of Mrs. Elion Mills Taxes,
penalty and t•orit 37
One lot on Jesatup Avenue. bounded on
the emit by Jesteup Avenue, north the
lot on whi.-li .1 J . Moore 1.•es, abotiCh lay
a street Anil west by an alley awl
POW 41 in the name of J. .1. Mitchell.
Taxes, penalty and cost In M
One lot hounded on the west by north
gent and M s. Hayes, andouille east by :2 07 !north Virginia street and &messed in the
Defile of 11 I'. eitunions fur wife. Taxm.
Mais street, on mouth by Third street.
on the north by the lots of Dr A. Sear
cost aud penalty
One lot on east Seventh street in front of
the lot on winch John Bell resides,
bounded . an Strut), by east Seventh street
ea the west by the lot ef ThOmp -
sun, on the north by eaat OCODki street,
•nd ass teed in the name of M. a.. Itird
ford. Taxes, penalty and cost
One lot across east Ninth Street (non the
residence of Mrs. 14 A. there tin and
W. L. Nouns. and len.u.le.1 on t e north.
east by east Ninth street and ameseed
in the name of Mrs. IC. .I. Templecon'a.
heirs. Tams, meta and penalty
One lot on which John Theehald and wife
now reside. bounded on the- smith by
Second street, on the west Ily Geo. Wil-
liams, east by Mary Canis, north lav an
alley anal asstemed In the name of John





One lot bounded on the west by south
Main street, on the south by Thir
teenth street on east by aouth Virginia
street, on orth by the lot of Mrs. Guyon
and asseased in the Name of Mrs. E. If.




Died, at 7:30 o'clock, a. in., Menet' 20
1888, of emigration, Ida B. Owen,
daughter is: Jet:ales E. and M.
Owen. Ida la Rs born February 12,1i,
1869, and was therefore 10 year., one
mouth •nd eight days old. Just bud-
ding into wonitimosel. stud the idol of
her loving pireott ant Ole pride of her
foud brothers shed sitter. 14 Is ever sad
and grievous te si, to los- a loved one
from the family circle, but doubly so
when the floe stroke takes away the
brightest, faintest link iti the golden cir-
clet. Ida WAS ilitieed a lovely girl, of
tnodeit, graceful manner, of atrong and
forcible coinvictionns of duty, Ili irre-
plum:bride moral charaeter and intelli-
gens*, of tt liming and ',Ribes disposi-
tion, fair aid beautiful of face that was
ever lit up w ith a bright smile, Net gray
eyea full of tine beaming luetre of an
ever open (I big-hearted soul; such
was Ida. Wliat wonder thst the devoted
hearts of her parent* and loved ones are
torn and bleedieg, and feel euch poig-
nant grief when severed from her by
chilly clods of earth! The aching veld
is herd to fill, that each one must feel in
their every heart, as well as the lobs sus-
tained by all lier relation's, friends and
associates. Yet, must part. Death tt ill
come! slid loved 01106 be taken from us,
though bound to isse by the etronisest
earthly ties.
Parents, brothers, sister, be com-
forted. Death is but the gate to a
brighter, fairer, purer world, and there,
free from a care, pain and death. in the
stone of a Redeemer's love, Ida, your
darling loved one, awaits; your coming,
ever bulking in the Snit light of heaven's
glorious inimortalitys
In the "Fountain of Love," by our Savior shed,
A loved one haa washed and is free.
Look up and b_ ready for a dying bed;
And with Ida in h  we may be.
Gml loved her. and took her spirit away
To the home which the blessed are gusto
Then cheer up, bereaved ones, and pray.
That you, tut). may test with her In he•ven.
BY A FRIIND
PERIINENT WORK AND BIG PAY.
No Prerion, Training or Special Talent
Regaireel-Only Honest Effort and
Common Sense the Essential-
Deal Delay or it ell' be
too Late.
Tire National Garnient Cutter, people
are wielding a number of energetic
agents to handle their work, and every
person who wishes steady employment
and good pay should call at once and
examine the Cutter and get terms. Cali




The followisig testimonials are from
good authority, and show plainly what
can be done by any energetic person.
Dux SIR :--1 engaged in the work of
selling Garment Cutters, August 13th.
have by actual count, worked 15 days
arid sold 37 Cutters, and have live
splendid prospects. The work of wiling
Cutters 1 regard as the beet I ever en-
gageeffin. It is not only light and pleasant
work, but above .11 it ie protitable. 1
think that any young man who wishes
to work, make' • mistake by not engag-
ing ini the work. It is the bee; wiling
article 1 have ever tried to Pell. In fact
when properly shown, you have created
a desire for the Cutter, anti a sale is in-
evitable. In conclusion I will say that I
can make more in five menthe selling
Cutters than I cauld in one year at *in,-
thing else. 1 am yours truly,
0. L). BAK FR.
BLAIR, NEs., April 7, 1888.
• Parties come eight or ten miles to get
the system. Never saw the like. (toe
agent sold 27 last week. have five





A NERVE TONIC.p criery and Coca, tbe prominent la.grethente are tbe beet aad safest• Nerve Tonle* It suengtaeas and
ainesA 0 rjfe'rLe,`, ',;.„„Elia:kier uie.,,T rf. gy=s. elZretenif-
It drives out the poisonous Ittinsec.tof
the blood purifying sad enriching It,
and so overmans( these disease@









active dlureticsof the Maier*
are combined scientilleallywithether
effeetive remedies for diseases et the
In Its compositioe the beat =dap
kidneys. It can be relied on to glee
quick relief and speedy eure.
tassessmar wieumenials woe bra remoload
tram pisson. yds, luso mod tail womb wok
elinaartabie bewalt seed tor careal.s.eletee
ran part.coWs
Pries Al MI Isla Sy Dresetsta
promotes•
'LLouPossa. efts
The AGED. WELLS, RICHARDSON & CC Prop's
SWILLIIOTON YT
T. HERNDON. C R. H !LEVIES. J T. EDWARDS. TOM P. MAJOR.
Herndon, Hallums & Co.,
rirtmiwcIc. riveiagEsicrietax.
ROBT. B. WITHERS, Cen'l Agent.
GRANGE WAREHOUSE
CLARKHVILLE. TENN.
Card) advancer. on Tobsoec an store. or in the heeds of reaper slide farmers and dealers. AllTobacto insunsl while in store at the expense of owner, except where there is no advance, Carlthen witholu written orders not to insure.
lEtiecuelwessis MEC:re! lriaCDUELOCICO
Thu say hum is tbe Wexler§ Country.
T. . HASHERS MI • F. sitereit
3E1C6a,3a113ettir.3r Iiiiillairyumor,
- - P RO PRI ICTOR.S-
P=CDPT.-,=S W.A.MS=1---107.713=
Formerly of Hepkinsville Warehouse, Railroad street, between DM abed Iltb. Hopkiasvilis. Ky.Careful attention gives to sampling and selling alt Tobacco consigeed to es. Liberal ad-vances on Tobacco in store. Good quarters for teams ana teamsters.
T. R. HANCOCK. e 4:00PER W. I. ER &SEX W. E. RAGSDALE.
Hancock, Fraser itc Ragsdale,
22 0 1=' R I "I" 0 12
MAIN ST. TOBACCO WAREHOUSE,





All tobacco inn tired
.... . Saleam•n
.. Book -I eeper
to Sampling and
Made on Co
unless et. ha. e wellies
K Y.,
10 11 Malta laviroot.
W. E. RAGSDALM,  Salesman.
T. B. FA IRLEIGH,  BOA-keeper.
Selling Tobacco. Mara, Advances
asignmenta.
anstructions to the contrary.
M. MI. INT=1.-MOINT c3:c CO,
TOBACCO AND GRAIN COMMISSION MERCHANTS.
Hopkinsville Warehouse, I Ith and.R. R. Sts.
thepasnevisse, Ky. Moosate and Stables for Driveae awl Team.
N. TOBIN CO., a
Merchant .
Opera Building, No. 108.
A large and elegant line of fine
SPRINC SUITINCS1
are now in stock. Call early and see the new
styles.
OWENSBORO JOCKEY CHB




FIRST 111•Ts WROMENDAT, .111UNE Is.
I. Purse. $2r0; R25 to second. Tor 2-rear olds. One half mile .
DIFAorte,11 
x I
I. Purse. 6,00; oil to second. For all ages. Tbree quarter. of a mile heats,. in I3. tstakes-For S•year HI each to start; of which $10 must aceonspany ROM-instum. ,Nominations to close dune I, . added; of which $30 to seeond: $26 to third.
1. Purse. moo; $25 to second. Yoe us yew. ow. Three riparian of a mile.
2. Purse lien; $25 to sec .nut For all um. Half nos beata in 2.
amens' stakes-For all rages 1126 each to start : of which $10 must serompany DOT Is•-lion ,Nominatioos lockage June 1, 18016.. 1230 to be added; or which lia0 to second: $3.3 to third.
Seve4n fiti•rinirte".", ilfin: 123 to 'second All ages. One and one-sixteenth mom.
THIMID DAV, 11111DAV. irs.
1 Puree. 2300: to mooed . For all ages. Three-fourtha of a utile;2. Purse. $200; $16 to second. For ail ages. Ei•e furlongs heats. II in 2.
3 Merehants' Stakes-For all ages. $2.6 to start: of which $10 must areompanb nomination(Nominations to elm* June 1. Pets,. $120 added; of which $5o to second; 627i to third. .1ae4 Purse. 1200; $2.5 to accusal. All ages. Ose and one-eighth miles
FOI DAV, NATI MOAT, JI•NE
Extra programme to be announced later .
No forfeit order system. Winners paid in full. Street cars direct to the
ground's. Ladles ailuittted free. Entry blanks and programmes furnahed on
application to the secretary, at Owensboro, Ky.




gueces.. I remain respectfully, ' The Rockport. Indiana. JOCKEY CLUB will Hold its SummerMessy E. 111xeoeuv, Dressmaker.
Meeting 1 ̀ ". on June 21, 22 and 2:3.THE NATIONAL GARMENT CUTTER.
Here is &golden opportunity for ladies
or gentlemen, young or old, to make
money fast and easy by selling one of
the most ueeful and neceiteary inventions
exiatence, elle that is worth to tine
purchaser from five to ten times its cost,
one that Waives the sewing mitchine a
source of prutlt, vine that teaches the la-
dies of the household all art that makes
them safe, reliant, ose that Inte a cus-
tomer in every (emits , one that every
man and womain iiiterested lit, One
that has gone into thous sapid ot feminies
inn the put six lionitins. We
will give ladies or genolemen opportio
tildes to engage in a eell-eatateirined,
honorable business,. The question arises
why can we de thie? We aostwer, be•
cause we have the whole civilized world
to operate in and can give agents the
best opportunity to make motley fast
and easy ever offered; because we give
more ietrinsic value for the money than
any other houeehold necessity in exists
woe. We undertake to say that there
le not an enterprise in the land With 60
large a field of cuetsonerss that, combines
the spleindid features of a money-making
blisineee that the Gartneet Cutter sloes.
A single county well worked will yield
a larger revenue than a comtuercial
fronting business 1-14111ring a capital of
thousands of dollen,.
The inetrection department of the
National Garinest Cutter is open at all
times, where we instruct peoele now to
use this valuable article. Mrs. Sterling
has charge of the iiistructism room Kind
%ill be foraged to show the Cutter to
every lady in the county.
Office end Instruction Room,
Op. l'oetottier, Block.
Any energetic person that hail a desire
to make snoney anti have steady em-
ployment, should call on us and secure
a contract for your territory. This is
the grandest opportunity ever offered to
you, and dou't allow yourself to mies
investigating it. Call and see us,
opposite Postoffice.
The National Garment Cutter.
There is no one line of industry that
is of greater importance to We people
than the making of their clothing.
Many can do without wagons, buggies,
plows, engines or many other articles of
great importance, but none can do with-
out clothing. But the knowledge of the
methods of constructing this clothing is
not general yet, as it should be.
Nearly every family is supplied w ith
part of the necessary means of making
their own clothing, yet they are much
like a railroad company with plenty of
cars aud no enginee. The people having
the sewing machines, but lack the means
of cutting, so they are much like rail-
road compauy cars-but no means to use
them. 'rine people feel and know that
they &neon's' half equipped for this work.
It is a disagreeable fact to mothers that
they do not know enough to cut a gar-
ment for one of their little children or
for themselves.
'Fine sewing niachine le In use, yet
something else is needed. The public
has been waiting and anxious for that
something else.
We invite every lady and geintlensen
in Christian and [Ossining countless to
call and investigate the National Gar-
ment Cutter. Office in McDaniel block.
oppoolte Postoflice.
HOPICINSVILLR, April 19t,h, 1888.
National Garment Cutter Co.
GENTS :-Every lady should be inter-
ested in having all their garments cut
perfectly and by the latest taelnioni. The
tailors rules of work is the moot correct.
The National Garmeut Cutter's is the
tailors rules Nimplified until anyone cant
readily use thew. the Garment Cutter
is easily learned and correct In results. 1
wish you the very best success.
Very truly,
HRS. JOHN PhoWitk.
llorkixevIssk, April 20th, !SKS.
I have had cutting done by the Na-
tional Garment Cutter and atu very
nitath pleased with the eystem and eau
cheerfully recommend It and the com-
pany in being pleasant and agreeable in
their work. Luce bloom.
Hoeelesvissz, April 18.s8.
SIRS :- 1 W ieli to say in behalf sir your
National t:arment Cutter that atter tak-
ing three 'emit:Hie in your cutting school,
I can make a dress to fit perfectly, with-
out a change. The National Garment
Cutter capnot be prdeed too highly and
can only be appreciated by giving it a
trial. It is ali you claim tor it, as it is
applicable to tousling all garmente ta orn
by mate ws men or child. Wielding you
HOPIONSVILLE, April 21, 1MS
SfICHLINts Nat'l Garment Cutter Co:
Dear Sir :-Iin all my experience in
the rgency business, I have uneven found
any tiding to eqinel the National Garment
Cutter sis a reliable mind saleable inven-
Lion. It sells to all classes, rich '
poor. It is a necesury, aisi to many
the means of aupporting the funnily. It
it one of the most important leistures
a young lads education. It has ma
s•qual for clotting all clothing for the
family. When once learned it is never
fOrgotten. ',sailer' lay aside all kinds of
chute for tine cutter mid are highly
'pleseed *Rh it. 'Young men or ladies.
that drake to engage lit a profitable bum-
inees, and one that every family Is hi-





More WnIter A. Wood Mov. ere in use than any other make in the world,
They Do Better Work, Are the Lightest Draft. and Last Longer.
e are permanent Agent. ID I laristaan nounty for Walter •. Wood Binder., Meows.Mower.. an Hay !takes. the noel complete and highly impreved hoe ever built hy say meowsn the world. roe ease tat manageu3ent and light draft they boat the world.
FarmersCall and See Our Samples
mw up at the Mason Block We will keea a full line of Repair-a for ell Walter A. Wood ma•





e are also agentil for Kingshand &Douglas
I reifies, Thee hers, lone tehel en (with or
s about aback , Saw Malls aud 11141 Sapplies.
Please gibe us a call before pun-basing anyt
an the 'Noe line.
Respectfully.
W. B. & C, T. MASON:
D.tt aeon }Block.
1--Xoplelaarville, y•
sb--..ssz
ts,k
et •
a
